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ABSTRACT
Created in academic years 2007-2008 and 2008-2009,
this project consists of four Meet the Masters scripts

written by the candidate.

The goal of the performances is

to employ children's theatre techniques in order to teach

elementary school students about an artist's life and work
as well as improving learning and retention toward meeting
the California State Board of Education "Visual and

Performing Arts: Theatre Content Standards" and "Visual and

Performing Arts: Visual Arts Content Standards."
The project consists of two high school and two middle

school versions of finished performance scripts detailing

an artist's life and work with research supporting the

playmaking strategies that were employed as well as
analyses of the rehearsal processes and the performances of
each script.
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CHAPTER ONE

MEETING A "MASTER" SHOULD BE ENTERTAINING

Introduction to the Project
Grandview Elementary School (GVE) is located at 180
Grandview Road, in Twin Peaks, California, a small town

adjacent to the more well-known resort community of Lake

Arrowhead, in the San Bernardino Mountains.

GVE, a

kindergarten through sixth grade elementary school, is one

of five elementary schools in the Rim of the World School
District which services 5,583 students ("Rim of the

World").

According to the Executive Summary School

Accountability Report Card, in 2006-07 GVE was staffed with
29 fully credentialed teachers and had 584 students
attending with the following background and California

Standards Test Results.

Table 1

Student Enrollment Statistics
Student Ethnicity

Percentage

African American

1.71%

American Indian or

0.34%

Alaska Native

1

Asian

0.34%

Filipino

0.17%

Hispanic or Latino

26.20%

0.00%

Pacific Islander
White (Not Hispanic}

64.55%

Multiple or No Response

6.68%

Socioeconomically

6.34%

Disadvantaged
English Learners

2.74%

Students with Disabilities

1.20%

Table 2

Parent Education Level
Percentage with a response*

93%

Not a high school graduate

18%

High school graduate

19%

Some college

38%

College graduate

17%

Graduate school

8%

**This number is the percentage o.f student answer documents

with stated parent education level information.
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Table 3
California Standards Test Results

Source: "Executive Summary School Accountability Report

Card."

Rim of the World School District.

18 April

2009 <http://rimsd.schoolfusion.us/>.

All three of my children have attended GVE since

kindergarten, with my oldest daughter attending from 19992005.

Currently, in 2009, my son is in fifth grade and my

youngest daughter is in second grade.
One experience all three of my children have shared at
GVE is exposure to and participation in the Meet the

Masters (MTM) program, an elementary school art program
created twenty-five years ago by Bonnie Steele to provide

volunteers with the necessary materials to teach elementary

school children about art history, art techniques, art
concepts, an artist's style, and an artist's life.
According to the MTM websitb, the program is comprised of a
three step curriculum: ”2Introducing the Masters'
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Assemblies," "'Learning from the Masters' Technique

Packets," and "'Working with the Masters' Art Projects."
My thesis project will deal exclusively with the first
step, "'Introducing the Masters' Assemblies", which is

described as follows:

The Masters experience begins with a multi-media

(slides, artist voices, music etc.) assembly
where the children learn about the fascinating

lives and famous works of the Master Artists.

Interactive questions and multi-media content
will keep the students' interest while walking

through a virtual museum (available on Slides or
CD-Rom) filled with interesting stories and

facts.

(Meet the Masters.com)

Although the above description sounds very promising,

often when I asked my children about an artist they had
studied, they told me the artist was "really boring."

It

surprised me to learn that students would find an artist
such as Van Gogh boring, but as I learned more about the

MTM program, I discovered that the MTM assembly scripts

focus on art history facts rather than focusing on
interesting stories regarding the lives of historically
creative individuals.
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For example, the Van Gogh assembly script describes

Starry Night in this manner (The words in capital letters

represent the student audience's probable responses):
When you look up at a starlit sky, does it make

you feel peaceful? (YES) That's how most artists

show a starry sky. Not van Gogh! He looked out
his hospital window at the starry night, and
painted this exploding picture. He didn't see
peaceful, quiet stars. He felt the power of stars

as great suns whirling in space. How does he show
the motion and action of the sky? (SWIRLING
BRUSHSTROKES, WAVES OF LINES, BRIGHTNESS IN NIGHT
SKY) He painted SPIRALS in his exciting sky. A

spiral is a circle that keeps on going around and
around. Do you see much texture? (YES) His
swirling brushstrokes and thick paint created so

much texture that your eye never rests while
looking at it. This painting was a favorite of
Vincent's. Do you like it? It is one of his most

popular and famous paintings throughout the world
today.

("Three Step Curriculum")

While it cannot be denied that important art concepts
were being taught during these MTM assemblies, student
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engagement and entertainment was quite limited.

Students

did not appear to be learning nor retaining information to
the best of their ability because the information was not

presented in an interesting fashion; therefore, the program
was not as effective as it could be.

Instead of merely

reading didactic scripts or playing videos, I saw the
potential for creating MTM scripts utilizing children's
theatre techniques that would present information regarding

an artist's life in a more entertaining format, thus

improving learning and retention, while at the same time
meeting the California State Board of Education "Visual and
Performing Arts: Theatre Content Standards" and "Visual and
Performing Arts: Visual Arts Content Standards."

In the 2006-2007 school year, I began experimenting
with the MTM assembly format, employing creative drama

techniques, such as historical reenactment, participation

theatre and story theatre, transforming each assembly into
a performance piece I presented to the student audience.
The elementary students' positive reactions to the dramatic

elements of each performance encouraged me to write a play
and solicit performers for a children's theatre

performance, with my first attempt consisting of a script
for high school drama students loosely based on the Meet
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the Masters materials and on the children's book Picasso

and Minou by P. I. Maltbie and Pau Estrada.

The success of

this initial high school performance encouraged me to

embark upon a two-year project exploring playmaking
strategies for the creation of youth performances to teach
elementary school audiences about Meet the Masters artists.

In the 2007-2008 academic year, I enrolled in the CSUS
M.A. in Theatre Arts with a Concentration in Theatre

Education/ Theatre for Youth, providing me with an

understanding of dramatic techniques to begin composing an

original script for high school performers for year one.
Based on the successes of the year one high school

performance, and working from my observations while:

creating the script, rehearsing with the high school
students, analyzing the performance, and determining the

results of the performance, I attempted this same project

with middle school drama students.

My objective was

twofold: to determine the required adjustments needed to
compose a middle school script that would 1) meet the needs

of the middle school performers and 2) entertain while

instructing the elementary school audience, thus increasing
learning and retention.
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Based on the results for year one, in year two, I
composed two improved scripts, with each script containing
the creative drama, children's theatre and Theatre-InEducation components appropriate for the level of

experience each performance group possessed.

Purpose of the Project

I have been a parent volunteer at GVE since 1999, and
I have always found the GVE teachers and principal to be

great supporters of Theater Arts.

Each school year, the

kindergarten, first grade and second grade classes have
performed separate plays for the GVE students and their
parents.

In addition, the Gifted And Talented Education

(GATE) students have performed a yearly play.

In order to

provide students with a live theatre experience, every year
the second grade teachers take their students on a field

trip to Riverside, California, to attend the Theatreworks

Children's Theatre Company's performance of famous

children's literature.

Because there are no professional

theatre companies in Lake Arrowhead, this field trip
requires an hour bus ride to Riverside that is funded by
six months of PTA fundraising.
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In an attempt to create additional opportunities for

elementary school audiences to learn from children's
theatre performances without incurring the expense of
busing the students to a professional performance nor of

hiring a professional company to travel to Lake Arrowhead,
I embarked upon a project to utilize the resources

available in the school district.

The Rim of the World

High School Drama program, which provides the community

with three excellent productions each year, is an under
utilized resource in the school district that has great
potential for educational performances; therefore,
utilizing the student actors from Rim High became an

important component of this proj ect.
As I began composing a Meet the Masters script for the
Rim Drama students, my husband, Mr. Jeffrey Moss, a second

year middle school Language Arts teacher, was assigned a
middle school drama class that had not been taught in ten

years.

Funding to pay for one section of Theatre Arts

class became available through the use of the California

Arts and Music Block Grant which allowed for
"implementation of new visual and performing arts programs"

("Arts & Music Block Grant FAQs"). Having no experience
teaching drama and a limited theatre background, my husband
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solicited my assistance, resulting in my designing lessons
for the class and teaching the class three of the five days

of the week.

I currently hold a Single Subject English

Teaching Credential; therefore, the principal allowed me to

assist Mr. Moss in teaching the class.

Having access to a

drama class "of my own" lead me to include the middle

school performers as a resource for educational
performances, with the driving questions being: Can middle
school performers successfully perform for elementary

school students, and if they can, how should a middle
school script differ from a high school script?

For two

consecutive years, I, therefore, embarked upon analyzing
the composition of and resulting performance process for

high school scripts to create appropriate middle school

scripts.

Scope
This project was constructed in two academic years,

2007-2008 and 2008-2009, with each year consisting of a

high school and middle school version of:
•

A finished script with research supporting the

playmaking strategies employed
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•

Analysis of the rehearsal process of each script

•

Analysis of the performance of each script

»

Performance results
The intended audience for this project is any

elementary, middle school or high school teacher in school
district that offers high school or middle school drama who

would like to utilize the drama students to teach the
elementary school students using originally constructed
scripts.

Expected Results

After composing the plays in year one and analyzing
the composition process, rehearsal process and performance

results, I will have the necessary skills to create more

effective and entertaining plays in year two.

Middle

school drama has not been taught at MPH in ten years and

neither Mr. Moss the middle school drama teacher nor I have
experience teaching middle school drama; however, I believe
if an appropriate script is written for the students'
ability, a middle school performance will be as effective

as a high school performance.
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Year One 2007-2008 Plays
•

My Life in the Factory with Andy Warhol.

A thirty

minute script consisting of 20 characters for high
school performers, presenting the life and work of

Andy Warhol.

•

Norman Rockwell: American Illustrator and Painter, a

25 minute script consisting of 32 separate line
delineations for middle school performers, presenting
the life and work of Norman Rockwell.

Year Two 2008-2009 Plays

•

Playing with Klee, a forty minute script consisting of
32 characters for high school performers, presenting
the life and work of Paul Klee.

•

Wake Up and Ride the Faith Ringgold Bus, a 25 minute
script consisting of 20 characters, presenting the
life and work of Faith Ringgold.

Significance
According to "The Arts and Music Block Grant Summary

Report Fiscal Year 20'07-2008," "there has been a lack of
training in providing standards-based sequential learning

to students in dance, music, theatre, and/or visual arts."
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Currently, standards-based education is the driving
principle for many school districts.

My project discusses

the procedures involved in providing opportunities for

school districts to meet VAPA standards by utilizing the
resources they possess—middle school and high school drama
classes.

My project also provides an opportunity for all

of the student-participants whether performers or audience

members to meet "Visual and Performing Arts: Theatre Arts
Content Standards" and "Visual and Performing Arts: Visual
Arts Content Standards."

For example, after viewing the

performance of Playing with Klee, a script about Paul
Klee's life and work which was performed by the high school
advanced drama class, third grade teachers could have their

students meet the "Visual and Performing Arts: Theatre Arts

Content Standard: Aesthetic Valuing 4.0"
•

Responding to, Analyzing, and Critiquing Theatrical

Experiences.
•

Students critique and derive meaning from works of

theatre.

("Theatre")

Currently many schools are staffed by teachers who
"received limited or uneven training" in theatre arts.

However, if a school district has a middle school or high
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school drama class, a project such as mine—-the creation jof
educational children's theatre performances presented by

drama students—will provide opportunities for VAPA
standards to be met.

All participants in this project will benefit now and

in the future, for according to a report from the National

Center on Education and the Economy, which
commissioned leaders in business, education, and

government to study our [current standards-based]
education system and make recommendations for
reforms,. .

.'[t]oo often, our testing system

rewards students who will be good at routine

work, while not providing opportunities for
students to display creative and innovative

thinking and analysis.'

(qtd. in Kaiser)

"The National Center on Education and the Economy
report further states "'the arts will be an indispensable
foundation for everything that comes after for most members
of the workforce'" (qtd. in Kaiser).

Michael M. Kaiser, the President of the John F.
Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts explains:
Learning through the arts reinforces crucial
academic skills in reading, language arts, and
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math. But just as important, learning through the

arts gives young people the skills they need to
analyze and synthesize information, and to solve

complex problems'.

The connection between arts

education and improved academic performance has
been proven again and again. According to

research by Americans for the Arts, young people
who participate in the arts are: four times more
likely to be recognized for academic achievement,

four times more likely to participate in a math
and science fair, three times more likely to be
elected to a class office within their school,

three times more likely to win an award for
school attendance, and four times more likely to
win an award for writing an essay or poem.

Limitations
Funding
•

Although the California Department of Education Arts
and Music Block Grant was available in the past,

California is currently facing an educational funding
crisis.

The 2009-2010 Rim of the World School
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District budget contains a proposal to cut two
sections of high school drama (leaving only three
sections available for a student population of
approximately 1,600 students) and middle school drama
is not funded.

The current middle school drama class

is funded by a California Department of Education Arts
and Music Block Grant that ends with the 2008-2009

school year.

•

Buses must be paid for to transport the actors to the
performance sites.

•

Budgets for costumes, props and music often do not
exist.

Time

•

Composition of the script: 4-6 weeks.

An elementary

school teacher or a MTM volunteer often cannot spend
4-6 weeks researching a MTM artist to then use that

information to write a script intended for middle
school or high school performers.

•

Rehearsal time: 2-4 weeks for high school performers.
Rehearsals need to be scheduled carefully to avoid

conflicts with class projects and high school
performance rehearsals.
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•

Rehearsal time: 6-8 weeks for middle school

performers.

Students with no performance experience

need a more extensive rehearsal; however, most
students only take the course for one semester.

Extenuating Circumstances: Forces of Nature
•

In 2007, the high school drama class lost two weeks of

rehearsal time due to a three-week evacuation from

Lake Arrowhead caused by forest fires.
•

In 2009, the middle school drama class lost one week
of rehearsal time due to school cancellation caused by
adverse snow conditions.

Definition of Terms
•

Children's Theatre: "formal productions for child

audiences, whether acted by amateurs or professionals,
children or adults.

Children's theatre is directed

rather than guided; dialogue is memorized" (McCaslin
Creative Drama in the Classroom and Beyond 8th ed. 8) .

•

Creative Drama: "an umbrella term that covers

playmaking, process drama, and improvisation: it

refers to informal drama that is created by the
participants" (7).
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•

Drama: "participant centered" (7).

•

Participation Theatre: "a technique originated by
Brian Way in England.

It permits the audience to

become vocally, verbally, and physically involved in
the production" (10).

•

Reader's Theatre: "the oral presentation of drama,

prose or poetry by two or more readers, with
characterization when necessary, narration if desired,
coordination of material to constitute a whole, and
the development of a special reader-audience

relationship as an objective" (228).
•

Story Theatre:"is closely related to readers theatre .

.

.

[developed as] a form as an oral story rather than

as a piece of literature . .

. the exposition is

embedded in the dialogue of the various characters"

(235).
•

Theatre: "audience centered" (7).

•

Theatre-in-Education (TIE): "a British concept that

differs from traditional children's theatre in its use

of curricular material or social problems for themes .
.

. TIE presents thought-provoking content to young
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audiences for educational purposes rather than for
entertainment" (12).

•

Theatre for Youth: "a way of saying that the
entertainment is appropriate for older children rather

than for only the very young" (9).
•

VAPA Standards: "Academic content standards for Visual
and Performing Arts in kindergarten through grade

twelve, adopted by the California State Board of

Education" ("Visual and Performing Arts"}.
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Year One: 2007-2008
Before embarking upon year one of my project, creating

an Andy Warhol script for high school performers and
creating a Norman Rockwell script for middle school
performers, I conducted research to determine the validity

of replacing the existing Meet the Masters assembly scripts

with Theatre-in-Education (TIE) performances.

Roebers,

Claudia M., Tim Gelhaar, and Wolfgang Schneider's study
entitled 1’'It's Magic!' the Effects of Presentation

Modality on Children's Event Memory, Suggestibility, and
Confidence Judgments" delineates the importance live

performance plays in the complex system of learning.
Roebers, et al analyzed children's recall of information
from a magic show presented in three different performance
modes: live performance, video and slideshow, concluding
that the:

live show consistently yield[ed] the highest
percentages of correct answers. Although there
were no differences in the content of the shows

(dialogue, tricks, and duration were identical),
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the results suggest that information encoded

during the live show was perceptually enriched
and that these perceptions seemed to play
a crucial role for accurate remembering.

(330)

Additional influential studies, such as Wendy

Schiller's "Children’s Perceptions of Live Arts

Performances: A Longitudinal Study"

present evidence that

"[e]ach production captured the children's interest and
broadened their concepts of theatre, story and arts

performance."

Also, "[t]he importance of stories presented

in fresh ways as live performance underpins

children's understanding of the validity of different
interpretations. Engagement with live arts performance

stimulates their cognitive and emotional capacities."

Furthermore, in the study "Champions of Change: the Impact
of the Arts on Learning," "the researchers discovered that

learning in the arts impacts not only on 'how children
learn to think, but also how they feel and behave'" (qtd.
in Schiller). This data supporting the educational value of

theatre performances convinced me to pursue an exploration
of playmaking strategies for the creation of youth

performances to teach elementary school audiences about
important artists and their works.
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The Andy Warhol High School Drama Performer's Script

As I began my script My Life in the Factory with Andy
Warhol by C.T. (Campbell's Tomato) Soup (My Life, I

consulted Jim Mirrione's chapter "Playwriting for TIE" from
his book Learning Through Theatre: New Perspectives on

Theatre in Education.

Although themes in TIE often address

sociological issues, Mirrione's discussion of several key
principles of TIE were excellent guidelines for my
composition process:
1. TIE has always sought to be a combination, in

some manner of theatre and education.

2. While

the disciplines of theatre and education are
usually thought of as separate, they are in key
respects very similar especially in their primary

aims of promoting cognition and imparting
comprehension.

3. TIE utilizes the resources of

the educational system it serves, and is
cognizant of the needs of educators when

exploring a particular topic for a play.

(74)

After analyzing Andy Warhol's life and art by reading

his journals, several biographies, and various types of art

criticism, I referred to Mirrione's "prescripting"
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considerations to determine the appropriate material for my

script:

1. What is it that the playwright wants to impart
to this student audience? 2. What do the school
or the educators want imparted about the

particular subject-matter of the proposed play?
3. Is the subject-matter of the play strong

enough to hold the students' attention, impart
important information and meet with the

educational goals of the school or teachers?
(75)

In order to determine how to hold "the students'
attention," I analyzed the Andy Warhol Meet the Masters

materials and art slides, noting that the culminating
representational project for Warhol was to make a soup can.
My research also indicated that Warhol was most famous for
"being famous" and originating the concept of "fifteen

minutes of fame."

This concept of fame became what John

Henry Davis, the director and Dramaturge for Performing

Arts Repertory Theatre describes as "a central image" (qtd.

in Rosenberg 65) for My Life in the Factory With Andy

Warhol.
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I created C.T. Soup, a giant can of Campbell's Tomato

soup as a "soupper" star who would narrate her own and
Warhol's life story.

I never doubted the child audience's

acceptance of this conceit, for "the worlds of fantasy and

imagination, are so easy for [child audiences] to enter

into and the theatre simply helps them to realize some of
their dreams" (Sigley 171).

As I imagined a method of presenting the important
moments of Warhol's life, I focused on creating characters
based on Goldberg's delineations in the chapter

"Developmental Profile and the Child Audience":
Besides their [children ages 6-8] extreme need

for action and their short attention span,
children also like broad discriminations.

A wide

range of character types is easier for them to

keep separated in their minds than a homogeneous
group, and, although their ability for fine
discrimination should be stretched by the play,

it is desirable to avoid too similar characters

or locations unless a special point is made of
their subtle differences.

(135)

This lead me to create broad characters representing the

different phases of Warhol's artistic career: his entourage
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representing "The Factory Days," his mother representing

his childhood and early work, his boss and a secretary
representing his days as an illustrator, and various famous

actors and singers representing the height of his fame (My
Life 1).

Although I initially imagined that readers theatre
would be an important component of my script, I discovered
that I could not easily create readers theatre pieces based

on the Meet the Masters materials because many of the MTM
"scripts" contained lecture material for a volunteer to

read while showing PowerPoint images, rather than story
material to be performed by actors.

As I constructed my

first year script, I repeatedly referenced "Seeking the
Aesthetic in Creative Drama and Theatre for Young
Audiences," to emphasis the components of drama, which
"include stage movement, dance, music, speech and song,

scenic design, costumes, lighting, and finally a script on
which everything rests"(McCaslin).

Several components of

drama that I employed included: Warhol's mother entering
from the audience, the characters dancing in "The Factory,"

Marilyn Monroe and Mick Jagger singing, and Warhol reciting
lines from his journals.
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To engage the audience of elementary school students

from the moment the play began, I set the opening scene on
a red carpet similar to a "movie opening" with C.T.

Campbell, an actor dressed in red wearing a giant soup can
around her waist (imagine a cartoon character who has lost
her clothing and is wearing a barrel) walking up the aisle

from the back of the auditorium through the crowd of seated

children with her entourage leading the way and throwing
out bags of Poptarts to the audience to "give the children

a dual experience—as spectators and as participants. . .
The younger the children and the smaller the audience, the

more successful the show, probably because in many ways
participatory theatre is similar to their own play"

(McCaslin, Creative Drama in the Classroom 8th ed. 17) .
Using a participation theatre technique, the photographer

characters then instructed the audience to imagine they had
cameras to click pictures of the superstars parading by on
the red carpet.

Throughout my composing process, Creative Drama in the

Classroom became an important resource, for although I was
writing a script for a high school drama class, my

objective was to utilize successful components of theatre
for elementary school children, such as story theatre, in
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which "[a]ctors are usually costumed and may speak or
perform in pantomime, while a narrator tells the story"
(276).

For example, C.T. represents a traditional narrator

from "story theatre", often discussing moments from
Warhol's artistic career while the actor playing Warhol
pantomimes that activity (My Life
the play, I employed the "story theatre" technique of

"dispensing with the narrator" so that the "exposition is

embedded in the dialogue of various characters," such as

when the museum director explains "abstract expressionism"
(My Life 13) .

Having arrived at a general outline for the script and

delineated characters,. I infused the scripts with moments
that highlighted a main theme of Andy Warhol's: celebrating
the beauty in everyday objects.

Introducing and

emphasizing this theme reinforces Kartak's belief that,

"the play .

.

. must allow the presentation of something

beyond the values and knowledge the child audience

presently holds; something the audience must reach toward

to understand; something that challenges the interest and

intellect of the audience" (143).

In Scene V, the

elementary school audience discovered the value in Warhol's
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soup can paintings along with the museum patrons in the

play (My Life 13) .
In the final scene of the play set in Andy Warhol's
"Factory," I wanted the child audience to feel immersed in
a different world to illustrate Kartak's view that the

"play should allow a production from which the child is

able to fill in [a] concept of a period that was remote and

foreign to him [/her] before seeing the play" (143).

To

teach the audience about this "foreign period" during the
time of "The Factory", the characters reenacted a scene of

Warhol painting and then began dancing, calling audience
members up on the stage to join them, just as Warhol

invited guests to join in his festivities in "The Factory"
(My Life 18) .

After being immersed in the research, I returned to
Ralph Waldo Emerson's tenet: "'Art teaches to convey a

larger sense by simpler symbols,'" (qtd. in Polsky 21).

Just as "a chair wrapped in aluminum foil makes an
authentic royal throne," in My Life in the Factory with

Andy Warhol, a plastic cockroach falling out of a bag
became a symbol of Warhol's ineptitude for office work (6),
his mother shoving a chocolate bar in his mouth became a

symbol of her cloying relationship (9), and folding chairs,
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music stands, and a tricycle all wrapped in foil

represented Warhol's "Factory" (13).
Finally, as I continually revised the play, I also

considered Mary Jane Evans's recommendation in her article
"Theatre for Children: Art Form or Anarchy?" to "[develop]
companies who make theatre for the mutual delight of

themselves and their audience" (122).

To make it fun for

the high school actors, I wrote songs relating to Warhol's

work based on tunes from famous stars Warhol painted.

I

imagined it would be enjoyable for the actors to research
real characters on YouTube, such as Marilyn Monroe, Elvis

Presley, and Mick Jagger and sing a song like: "He ain't

nothin' but a painter" sung in character to the tune of "He
Ain't Nothin' But a Hound Dog."

(My Life 16).

The Norman Rockwell Middle School Drama
Performer's Script

After completing a successful script for the high

school students, I began to draft Norman Rockwell; American
Illustrator and Painter for the middle school performers.

Having fewer than three months of experience working with
middle school performers, I realized the primary focus of
the play must be to create a positive experience for the

middle school actors.

Kase-Polisini writes, "One of the
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first tasks of the creative drama leader is to provide
group experiences in drama which help the individual

flourish with the group" (67).

Creating an opportunity for

the middle school students to "flourish with[in] the group"

was one of my driving principles as I created the Norman

Rockwell play for the middle school students, causing me to
use story theatre elements, such as pantomime, and

narration, along with song, and dance.'

In addition, the

second scene relied heavily on a readers theatre chorus
structure.

Finally, although I considered a subgroup of

students the core actors, rather than emphasizing the

difference between students' abilities by creating

characters and a chorus, I numbered the lines of the play,
ensuring that each student would have his or her own line
because "[i]ndividuals may be diminished or overwhelmed by
the strength of the group" (Kase-Polisini 67).

For the Rockwell play the "central image"

Rosenberg 65) became athletes.

(qtd. in

The play opened similarly

to My Life in the Factory with Andy Warhol, with the middle
school actors dressed in uniforms, entering from the back

of the cafeteria, singing "Take Me Out to the Ball Park"
and throwing peanuts to immerse the elementary school

audience in the world of the play, creating participation
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theatre (McCaslin, Creative Drama in the Classroom Sth ed.

In addition actors entered the audience and

17).

interviewed audience members regarding their favorite

teams.

Each team an audience member mentioned was greeted

with a "yeah team name" from the actors on stage (Rockwell

2) •

In contrast to the Warhol script, due to the
difficulties the middle school performers had projecting
and embodying characters, I utilized a great deal of story

theatre,

(McCaslin, Creative Drama in the Classroom Sth ed.

276), with the actors pantomiming images from Rockwell's

paintings, such as Rockwell's experience playing football
(Rockwell 3).

I also included a brief ensemble dance, of

"The Charleston" (Rockwell 7) in the middle of the script
to introduce the audience to "a period that was remote and

foreign to him[/her] before seeing the play" (Kartak 143)
and because dance "stimulates the imagination and

challenges the intellect; it helps to cultivate an
appreciation for beauty; and it deepens and refines the

emotional nature" (H'Doubler 12).

In addition, in order to

give every middle school performer the chance to memorize,
and say a line, I orchestrated Roosevelt's "Four Freedoms"
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speech, which was the inspiration for Rockwell's

Freedoms" paintings.

"Four

(Rockwell 10-11) .

Finally, much like the high school play, I wanted the
"company" of middle school actors to have "mutual delight"

with the audience (Evans 122); therefore, I inserted
humorous moments, such as the anachronistic Harry Potter

book cover appearing when the narrator discusses Rockwell's
childhood reading experiences (Rockwell 3) and the
conclusion of "The Charleston" dance with the boys stepping

on the girls' foot to mimic the Rockwell painting "Children
Dancing at a Party" (Rockwell 8) .

Year Two: 2008-2009 Re-examination of
Theatre-In-Education

After completing the graduate course Drama for Youth
and analyzing the various scripts in the book Theatre for
Young Audiences: 20 Great Plays for Children, I approached

Mirrone's pre-scripting considerations differently in year
two than I had done in year one:

1. What is it that the playwright wants to impart

to this student audience? 2. What do the school
or the educators want imparted about the

particular subject-matter of the proposed play?
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3. Is the subject-matter of the play strong

enough to hold the students' attention, impart
important information and meet with the

educational goals of the school or teachers?
(75)

Upon analysis of my year one scripts, I realized the
pitfail of rigidly following the TIE model and focusing on
"imparting important information."

McCaslin warns,

"TIE

has often been criticized as being didactic," (12) just as

Rockwell became didactic when the actors recited the "Four
Freedoms."

Upon reexamining Mirrone's recommendations, I

realized my play must "contain educational material that is
woven seamlessly throughout the entire fabric of the play"
(Mirrione 83).

In fact, I needed to look at the pre

scripting process with the "desired result" being: "[t]o
stimulate intellectual curiosity" and "[t]o motivate the
pursuit of a particular topic or issue" (McCaslin, Creative

Drama in the Classroom 8th ed. 305) .
Whereas in year one my responses to the pre-scripting
questions were primarily based on facts regarding the

artists and their work, for year two my answers to the

above questions revolved around the concept presented by
the character of Rene Magritte in the children's theatre
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play This Is Not a Pipe Dream, who says, "If you look at a
thing only to discover what it means, you end up no longer

seeing the thing.

It is to deny its wonder, its mystery .

. . You cannot speak about mystery.

You must be seized by

it" (Kornhauser 33).

Although imparting information about Paul Klee, Faith
Ringgold and their work remained a primary objective, I ■

created scripts that were less didactic, and that truly
followed "Seeking the Aesthetic in Creative Drama and

Theatre for Young Audiences," by relying primarily 'on
dramatic components, which "include stage movement, dance,
music, speech and song, scenic design, costumes, lighting,
and finally a script on which everything rests" (McCaslin).

Then, after completing my research, I reminded myself to -

focus primarily on creating scripts that would allow the
audience to be "seized by [the mystery]" (Kornhauser 33)
of the worlds created by Paul Klee's art and by Faith'

Ringgold's art.

Rather than having an actor state that

Klee's theatre attendance influenced his paintings, I-

created a scenario in which Klee and his wife are at the
theatre watching the "Can-Can" and Klee suddenly jumps .up
and begins painting what he is experiencing (Playing with

Klee 1 7) .
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The Paul Klee High School Drama Performer's Script

As I. composed the script Playing with Klee1, I focused
on the child audience by reading Theatre for Young

Audiences, in which Nellie McCaslin writes: "What I look
for but rarely find in theatre for young people of any age

is literature, free of condescension and presented with
integrity, artistry, and intelligence" (Introduction 6).
McCaslin's quest to find literature within children's

theatre established the focus for phase two of my creative
challenge: to create a children's theatre script for high
school drama students to perform guided by the philosophy
and recommendations within Theatre for Young Audiences.

When analyzing the artist previously selected for the

2008-2009 academic year—Edward Hopper, Henry Rousseau, Paul
Klee, M. C. Escher, Maria Martinez, Faith Ringgold and
Frida Kahlo—I considered Kartak's criteria for "selecting a

play for production" as delineated in "The Suitability of

Drama for Children," where he emphasizes "the applicability
of something important within the play to the lives of the

children who will view it" (143).

I selected Paul Klee as

the artist most appropriate for a child audience because, a

large number of Klee's most famous paintings are inspired
1 Pronounced Clay
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by and infused with imagination, which the child audience

would be able to relate to intimately.
After selecting Paul Klee and his art as the subject

of my play, I conducted extensive research into his life
and work, but I did not find an obvious storyline that' a
child audience would find interesting.

Although I could

imagine that Klee's first trip to Paris and his trip to

Tunisia might be intriguing, I could not imagine a play
with a traditional storyline that could contain thirty-two

different roles for the Rim of the World Drama students/
Instead of a traditional script, I set myself the challenge

of presenting a creative script.

I did not want to present

a straight-forward story as I had the previous year with

Andy Warhol.

Instead I considered Schneider's interview

with "Friedrich Karl Waechner, a German children's author
and playwright" who claims:

Never before, in my mind has there been so much
junk dumped on children as there is today.

I

mean, just look at the products that adults scale

down to an imagined or already proven level for

the child .... I sometimes feel I am from
■ another planet when I don't want to make a

difference between adults and children.
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When I

want to take children seriously.

My memories of

being a child and my experience with children
have taught me that the way a child plays and the

way an artist plays are not at all dissimilar.
(22)
Schneider argues that children need art yet clarifies
that "Waechner's hesitation to create different art for

adults and children is an exception."

I wanted to be one

of these exceptions and this further motivated me to turn
to Shakespeare as a creative source for my script.
Rather than focusing on Klee's life as the main plot
for the script, I returned to McCaslin's implied imperative

to infuse children's theatre with literature and began an
analysis of the various works of Shakespeare to determine

which piece of this most famous literature might lend
itself most naturally to the themes and story relating to

Paul Klee's life and work.

Since the Rim of the World

Drama students had performed A Midsummer Night's Dream in

May 2008, I knew that the students would be able to recite
Shakespearean dialogue.

However, I felt that creating

innuendos and jokes about A Midsummer Night's Dream would

be more appropriate than using the characters for a framing
story because I imagined that the director/ drama teacher
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must have exhausted many dramatic possibilities with that
play.

Also, in the book Klee I read a metaphor of Klee-

struggling like Ariadne with line (Naubert-Riser).

I then

imagined a version of the Ariadne story coming to life and

remembered that the name Theseus is in the Ariadne story
and in A Midsummer Night's Dream.

I then wrote a scene in

which the two characters are confused when the name Theseus

is stated because of their previous experience with A

Midsummer Night's Dream (Playing with Klee 12) .

This joke

began to set the tone for my script.
In an attempt to have the child audience "seized by

the mystery" (Kornhauser 33) of Klee's work, I wrote stage

directions for the entire ensemble cast to create a maze
for Struggling Klee to traverse.

Then, to avoid a

"performance that roused the audience to the kind of

shrieking emotional frenzy usually associated with athletic

contests, and repetition ad nauseam [sic] of pleas to the

audience to shout loudly at the count of three in order to
resolve the dramatic conflict" (Evans 121), I had the

ensemble players repeat what the actor said—"line
horizontal, line vertical"— instead of having the audience
scream the terms (Playing with Klee 13) .
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Although I had determined not to use A Midsummer
Night's Dream, I still had not chosen a Shakespeare play.

I considered Romeo and Juliet because freshman read it.

I

wanted to work from a place that the drama students were,
familiar with and that the elementary school children would

encounter in high school, so I decided to create a framing
story in which six drama students are rehearsing for Romeo

and Juliet, but a student named William—an obvious
reference to William Shakespeare—interrupts them and tells
them they have been instructed to create a Meet the Masters
Play (Playing With Klee 4) .
I then returned to what I considered the highlights of

Klee's life: his first trip to France and began to imagine
how the performances in the theaters of France might have

informed Klee's art.

I imagined the excitement and

creativity of the theatre, cabaret, and circus that

influenced Klee and contemplated a parallel or similarly
creative or exciting performance in the children's theatre

I have attended at Whittier College, The Pasadena Play

*

House or the Orange County Performing Arts Theater, but I
found nothing inspiring.

Instead, I considered what I ..

believe to be the best and most creative theater company in
the Los Angeles area, The Troubadour Theatre Company.
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They

presented As U2 Like It, consisting of the Shakespeare Play
As You Like It infused with the songs of the rock group U2

in 2008.

In the Troubadour

version, the actors playing

Touchstone and Jacques sit before vaudeville trunks,

applying white clown makeup.

Beth Kennedy portrayed

Jacques:

Dressed in black and wearing white face (when

nobody else is), Jacques stands out as the
melancholy counterpart to Walker’s clownish

Touchstone. Jacques doesn’t dance when everyone
around him is boogying to 'The Sweetest Thing.'

And Kennedy's delivery of the Seven Ages of Man
isn't just good, it's character-defining.

(Perlmutter)

Remembering the Troubadour clowns reinforced a

dominant image in Klee's work: Senecio.

The art critic

description of Senecio -Soon an Old Man (1922)—the round

head with the geometric shapes—also revolves around the

concepts of clowns:
If we consider Senecio in terms of Jean

Starobinski's penetrating analysis of clowns, the

real significance of the image is clear: the
choice of the clown image is not simply a
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selection of a pictorial or poetic motif, but an
oblique and parodizing [sic] way of posing the
question of art.

Since romanticism .

.

. the

buffoon, the saltambique and the clown have been
hyperbolic and willfully 'deformed' images that
artists have chosen to give of themselves, and of

the artistic condition.

For Klee to depict

himself as 'soon to be old' is certainly a thinly

veiled statement of his position as artist as the
heart of Bauhaus, in the face of irreversible

rise of the formalist conception of art.
(Naubert-Riser 72)
The image of the clown became what John Henry Davis,
the director and Dramaturge for Performing Arts Repertory

Theatre describes as "a central image" (qtd. in Rosenberg

65) .
I, therefore, decided to combine the clown image with
Shakespearean text to create clowns in the middle of the

play, reciting an abbreviated version of Jacques's "Seven

Stages of Man" from As You Like It (Playing With Klee 15).
This section of the play is important because "[r]eal and

active familiarity with Shakespeare or any piece of

classical literature—and the language and ideas, plots, and
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characters that they give us—creates an intellectual
experience that students are worthy of and a power of
investment that all students deserve" (O'Brian 19).

Although this clown scene does not create "[rjeal and
active familiarity with Shakespeare," it provides a brief
introduction to Shakespeare.

Upon writing the clown scene, I determined that the
framing story would contain names from As You Like It

(Playing With Klee 1) .

Although I did not mention this .to

the director nor to the drama students, the connection to

As You Like It was foreshadowed by the character names:

William = William Shakespeare, Jacqueline = Jaques,

Frederica = Fredrick, Rose = Rosalind, Audrey = Audrey,
Bill - William.

says:

Also, near the end of the play, William

"I think we have ten more minutes until we have to

rehearse for our real play, As You Like It."

As I focused on the plot and the story for the child
audience, I also considered Mary Jane Evans recommendation
in her article "Theatre for Children: Art Form or Anarchy?"

to "[develop] companies who make theatre for the mutual

delight of themselves and their audience" (122).

In .

attempting to do this, I added jokes, such as Klee's mother

singing, "The Hills Are Alive" as a nod to Rim Drama's 2006
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performance of The Sound of Music; the granny saying, "I
don't care what Andy Warhol's Mother wore last year, I hate
this wig.

.

. I'm so dropping this class and transferring

into marching band;" and finally the Theseus/Midsummer joke

mentioned previously.
Once my framing story was established and I had

determined I would focus on imagination and line, -I
analyzed Klee's notebooks, art criticism, the MTM slides of

Klee's art, and the MTM script to determine the artistic,
components I would establish, keeping in mind the entire
time that "[t]he purpose of any theatre is to entertain and

instruct" (Kartak 132).

In an attempt to focus on the

important aspects of Klee's life, I consulted the Art
History professor at Rio Hondo College, and she recommended
the book: Inventing Kindergarten.

The thesis of the book

arguing for the influence of kindergarten on abstract art
provided a new storyline, for as Kartak believes, "[T]He

play . .

. must allow the presentation of something beyond

the values and knowledge the child audience presently

holds; something the audience must reach toward to
understand; something that challenges the interest and

intellect of the audience" (143).

The importance of

geometric shapes first introduced to abstract artists in
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kindergarten and then dominating their compositions

(Playing With Klee 19) became my "something beyond the
values and knowledge of the child audience."

As I imagined a method of presenting the important
moments of Klee's life, I utilized "broad discriminations"
(Goldberg 135), allowing me to create four different

versions of Klee: Young Klee, Struggling Klee, Paris Klee
and Bauhaus Klee.

Although these four different versions

of Klee might affect the continuity of a realistic play, I
was sure the child audience would easily accept this

conceit in my play, for "the worlds of fantasy and

imagination, are so easy for [child audiences] to enter
into and the theatre simply helps them to realize some of
their dreams"(Sigley 171).

This quote also reminded me

that Klee "realize[d] some of [his] dreams" when he visited
the French theatre, so I added an important theater scene

(Playing With Klee 11} .
Finally, I determined that each Rim Drama character

from the framing story would narrate a different period in
Klee's life that would suddenly come to life as the

ensemble actors performed a scene from Klee's childhood .in
Switzerland, from his artistic discoveries in Paris or

Tunisia, and from his teaching years in the Bauhaus.
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Ultimately, I attempted to create "a production from which
the child is able to fill in [a] concept of a period that
was remote and foreign to him[/her] before seeing the play"

(Kartak 143).
The Faith Ringgold Middle School Drama Performer's
Script

Unlike my composition process with Playing with Klee
in which I began with the artist's paintings and research
regarding the artist's life, for Wake Up and Ride the Faith
Ringgold Bus, I began with her children's books Tar Beach,

If a Bus Could Talk, and Dinner at Aunt Connie's House, -

analyzing each to discover an interesting storyline.

I

determined that similar to the characters in Ringgold's
fiction, the characters in the play would be children.

Next, before I began to write the script, I spent two
weeks with the MPH drama class employing creative drama •
techniques to conduct workshops focusing on ensemble work,

creating opportunities for students to pantomime, dance,,
sing, and create their own dialogue.

Polsky, et.al offer

several valuable suggestions for creating dramatic works
for children: "Expect the unexpected.

use it.

(7).

...

If something works,

Go with the flow and energy of the group"

The two weeks of workshop concluded with small group
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performance pieces of the MPH students portraying children
playing on the playground, children dancing on a bridge and

singing "London Bridge" and children pantomiming a bus ride
while singing "The Wheels on the Bus."

Children riding on a bus to find clues regarding a
Ringgold quilt that was stolen became what John Henry

Davis, the director and Dramaturge for Performing Arts
Repertory Theatre describes as "a central image" (qtd. in
Rosenberg 65) for Wake Up and Ride the Faith Ringgold Bus.

The characters repeatedly sing "The Wheels on the Bus" and
pantomime riding together on a bus to move from one scene

to another.

However, rather than merely travelling from

one place to another, the bus magically transports the

characters from one time period to another, to encounter

Faith as a child in her apartment, as a struggling artist
discovering the use of materials rather than canvases, and

as an established painter imitating paintings from the
Louvre.

As I constructed each scene for Wake Up, I

modified techniques I used in Playing With Klee, such as
utilizing Goldberg's concept of "broad discrimination" to

create various versions of Ringgold (135).

As I began to construct scenes for the MPH drama
students, I analyzed the previous year's performance of
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Norman Rockwell and determined that because the MPH actors
often had difficulty conveying a character or projecting
their lines, the audience reacted best to the pantomimed

action scenes.

In addition, the GVE audience is comprised

of students who have "short attention spans."

As such,

"[t]he theatre they need is visual, participatory: it's
favourite [sic] subjects fantasy" (Goldberg qtd. in England

5); therefore,

I created a scene in which the actors

pantomime climbing to the top of Ringgold's apartment and

flying from the setting of "Tar Beach" to the setting of
"Washington Bridge" where they dance and sing "London
Bridge" (Wake Up 6).

Once the characters awaken from "falling down" while

dancing on the "Washington Bridge," I utilized the story

theatre technique of

having "exposition embedded in the

dialogue of" (McCaslin, Creative Drama in the Classroom 8th
ed. 276) Adult Faith as she enters the scene and discusses
her art.

Then, as students ride on the bus to Faith

Ringgold's mother's house, they encounter Rosa Parks who
replies, "No, Way," when the actors sing, "The driver on
the bus says,

'Get on back.'"

The bus then takes the children to the Harlem
Renaissance where they view Ringgold's quilt and discover
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actors performing readers theatre versions of Langston
Hughes's poetry, thus immersing the audience in a different

world to illustrate Kartak's view that the "play should
allow a production from which the child is able to fill in

[a] concept of a period that was remote and foreign to

him[/her] before seeing the play" (143).

Next, to further

illustrate the 1920's, I included a brief ensemble dance,
of "The Charleston" (Wake Up 9) in the middle of the
script—similar to the inclusion of "The Charleston" in

Rockwell—because dance "stimulates the imagination and

challenges the intellect; it helps to cultivate an
appreciation for beauty; and it deepens and refines the

emotional nature" (H'Doubler 12).
Much like the Norman Rockwell play, my primary focus
for the Ringgold play was to create a positive experience
for the middle school actors by providing an opportunity to

"flourish withfin] the group" (Kase-Polisini 67) by

repeatedly revising the script to enlarge a character's
role when I determined that an actor had overcome his/her

fears, had become more engaged in the play, or had improved

his/her ability to project.

For example, I added

"exposition embedded in the dialogue of" (McCaslin,

Creative Drama in the Classroom 8th ed. 276) Rosa Parks to
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explain the Harlem Renaissance (Wake Up 8) and Faith's
mother to explain Ringgold's painting "Dancing at the

Louver" (Wake Up 9).
Finally, I concluded the play with Ringgold's song

"Anyone Can Fly" following the directive "sing, my song" on

Ringgold's website.

During the song, the characters direct

the "sunflowers"-preselected audience participants who have

come prepared with sunflowers to participate in the
previous scene in which Ringgold's quilt "Quilting Bee at
Arles" is discussed—and the audience to stand and join them
in the chorus which is projected on the screen on stage.

Concluding with this participation theatre technique to
"give the children a dual experience—as spectators and as

participants" (McCaslin, Creative Drama in the Classroom 8th
ed. 17) emphasizes the importance of children's activities
in Ringgold's work for "participatory theatre is similar to

[children's] own play."

Ultimately, concluding with

Ringgold's inspirational song emphasizes the historical

achievements of common people like Rosa Parks, whose story
is told in the play and celebrated in Ringgold's art,

providing the audience with an important lesson they will
take away from the performance:"something beyond the values
and knowledge the child audience presently holds; something
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the audience must reach toward to understand; something

that challenges the interest and intellect of the audience"
(Kartak 143).
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY: PLANNING, REHEARSING,
AND PERFORMING

Rim Drama Year One: 2007-2008

In September 2006, the year before this project began,
I obtained permission from the GVE Principal, Lauralea
Hopper, to offer an invitation to the Rim of the World High

School Drama students to perform a Meet the Masters
assembly at Grandview Elementary School. I contacted the

drama teacher, Mr. Joel Smith and I offered my credentials
to Mr. Smith: I had been performing MTM assemblies at

Grandview for the past academic year, I had previously
taught high school English, I am an English Professor at
Rio Hondo College and I was enrolled in the CSUS M.A. in

Theatre Arts with a Concentration in Theatre Education/
Theatre for Youth Program.

I then explained that based on

the quality of Rim Drama's previous performances, I wished

to invite them to perform a MTM assembly at GVE in April
2007.
Mr. Smith had previously travelled to various schools

in the district with his drama students to promote their
high school performances, so he had experience completing
all of the necessary paperwork, allowing the students to
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participate in the program.

Based on the success of the

initial Rim performance in April 2007, and using that
year's planning as a model, planning a performance for what

I've labeled Year One in November 2007 was easily completed
via email.

Determining Funding and Planning the Performance

Mrs. Hopper funded the bus to transport the Rim Drama

students to and from Grandview using VAPA funds.

In order

to determine a performance date for the 2007 performance of

My Life in the Factory with Andy Warhol, Mr. Smith
consulted the Rim Drama performance schedule to determine
the students' availability.

Once Mr. Smith selected a date

that Rim Drama was available, Mrs. Hopper confirmed the
date based on the GVE school calendar.

Next, in order to

accommodate the high school students' schedule, a special
assembly time was created.

The Rim school day ends at 2:05

and the Grandview school day ends at 2:45; therefore, the

customary GVE assembly times of 1:15 and 2:00 could not be
used because the Rim students needed to return to their

school before the end of the day or additional
transportation would need to be paid for.

New assembly

times of 8:45AM and 9:30AM were scheduled, allowing the Rim
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students to arrive seventy-five minutes before the

performance, during which they would rehearse.

Costumes and Scenery
In an attempt to create costumes and scenery that

would visually represent Andy Warhol's art, I solicited

assistance from MTM parent volunteers.

A graphic designer

and mother of a fourth grade student donated the materials
for and created a three feet by two feet Campbell's can by

enlarging Warhol's soup can image, attaching it to flexible
poster board, and attaching the two ends together to create

a can shape with two ties affixed to the top so that an
actor could wear the can hanging from her shoulders and

covering her torso.

Also, a mother who collects vintage

clothing loaned three of her seventies jackets for "The
Factory" girls to wear.

Another volunteer drew a 3' x 5'

"paint-by-numbers" sailboat and then on the day of the
performance, several volunteers covered a tricycle, a

folding chair, and a music stand with tin foil to represent
"The Factory."

In addition, I supplied two boxes filled

with my costume collection, consisting of wigs and glasses
I had purchased from Party City; shirts and jackets I had

purchased from the thrift store; and various items of
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clothing and hats that teachers and students had donated to

me throughout the years.
Rehearsals
After receiving the script a month before the

performance via email, Mr. Smith distributed it to his
sixth period advanced drama students.

The first rehearsal

took place during the scheduled class time for advanced

drama during which I visited and briefly discussed

children's theatre techniques to establish what would be
required of each actor.

Next, I facilitated a discussion

with the students who had performed in the MTM assembly the
previous year so that they could share their views of the
previous performance with their classmates.

We also

briefly contrasted a GVE performance in the cafeteria to a
formal Rim performance on stage in the high school
Performing Arts Center.

I emphasized the focus on

character for the MTM performance, and I showed sample
costumes and wigs to ensure that Andy's entourage would

wear bright costumes, "The Factory" girls would wear purple

or blue wigs, and that the "soupper [sic] star" would wear
a Campbell's soup can.

I then discussed the script with

the students and recommended that they view YouTube for

examples of Elvis Presley, Marilyn Monroe and Mick Jagger.
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Next, I described the performance space: GVE's

cafeteria has a 14' x 17' stage built into the back wall of
the room.

There are no wings and there is a projection

screen at the edge of the stage on the right side.

On

stage left there is a ramp that begins at the stage and

gradually inclines above the cafeteria floor.

To prepare

the actors, I explained the entrance from the back of the

cafeteria and from the ramp.

I also discussed the

limitations of the performance space.
The students then participated in a reading of the

play with student directors chosen by Mr. Smith running the
rehearsal, which appeared to be successful because neither
the staging nor the acting was very challenging for the
students.

The students were assigned to work on their

lines individually for two weeks, and then they would
rehearse as an ensemble two weeks before the performance.
I had planned to attend several rehearsals but was

unable to do so due to a three-week evacuation from the
Lake Arrowhead area because of forest fires..

Upon

returning from the evacuation, the Rim students were only

able to rehearse for a few days prior to the performance.
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High School Performance of
My Life in the Factory with Andy Warhol1
The Rim Drama students performed far beyond

expectations.

Although Mr. Smith, Mrs. Hopper, and I

considered rescheduling the assembly, we instead decided

that it was important to attempt to return "to normal"
after the evacuation and proceed as scheduled.

Also, the

Rim students needed to focus their attention on resuming
their rehearsals for the school play, Diary of Anne Frank,
which had been postponed due to the evacuation.

The Rim students arrived at 7:30 AM as scheduled,

seventy-five minutes before the performance and were in
high spirits.

Many of the students came dressed in their

own costumes, such as Marilyn in her white dress and Elvis

in his shirt and belt.

Others searched my boxes of wigs,

glasses, shirts, and jackets, choosing what they felt would

be most appropriate for their characters.
The students rehearsed the play, with about half of
the actors using their scripts.

Mr. Smith warned me that

many of the students would be performing with scripts;

however, only two of the main characters needed to use
their scripts during the actual performance.

The Rim

1 During each MTM performance, a slide show of the artist's paintings that are discussed in the play are
displayed concurrently on stage right.
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students seemed to enjoy performing and everyone acted
their part well.
The performance concluded with several actors entering

the audience and choosing random GVE students who

volunteered to answer the following questions:
Andy Warhol Quiz.

1. Who is Andy Warhol?
2. Name one famous Andy Warhol painting.
3. What is Pop Art?
4. What is silk screening?

5. Name one common thing Andy Warhol painted.
6. What picture was on the wallpaper Andy Warhol created?

7. What was Andy Warhol's job before he became a famous
painter?

8. Can a picture of a can of soup be art?

Why or how?

The audience was accustomed to this format for concluding
an assembly; they were excited to answer the questions; and
all of the questions were answered correctly.

Although the performance was not as polished as most

Rim performances, the GVE teachers and volunteers all
enjoyed the performance.

All of the teachers and

volunteers felt that the performance was important because
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it symbolized the community's ability to work together and
resume scheduled activities that could have easily been

cancelled because of the evacuation.

Mary Putnam Henck Drama Year One:
2007-2008
Due to the success of the first two high school

performances of MTM scripts and to the fact that the GVE

principal had begun her career as an MPH assistant
principal, Mrs. Hopper was very receptive to inviting the

MPH drama students to perform.

In addition, the CTA

administrator of the VAPA grant is a sixth grade teacher at
GVE and an important proponent of MPH Drama.

Since the

drama class hadn't been taught in over a decade, Mr. Moss
and I were looking forward to discovering what a middle

school performance would be like.

The principal at MPH was

very receptive to allowing the drama students to travel to

Grandview; however, because the school is a performance
improvement school for math, students who were not passing

math or who were failing any class were not allowed to
attend, which was supported by the drama teacher—Mr. Moss.
This restriction only affected five of our students.
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Mr. Moss is my husband, and he and I had been teaching
the drama class collaboratively throughout the year.

He

knew of my previous success with Rim drama students and was

very receptive to participating in the MTM program.
Determining Funding and Planning the Performance
In the beginning of the 2007-2008 school year, Mr.

Moss consulted the MPH calendar to determine a date for the
MPH assembly.

In order to develop the students' acting

skills and to accommodate new students who might join the
class at the beginning of the second semester in January
2008, Mr. Moss set a date as late in the second semester as

possible.

Due to testing commitments at GVE and MPH in

April and May, the performance was set for March 6, 2008.

As she did with the Rim performance, Mrs. Hopper used
the VAPA money to pay for the bus to transport the MPH

drama students to and from Grandview.
Costumes and Scenery

Norman Rockwell is well known for his sports
illustrations, resulting in sports as the theme for the

play, allowing for a very easy costume choice: any type of
sports uniform.

Mr. Moss and I selected to not use any

scenery because there would be thirty-five students on
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stage, which would often block the back of the stage where
the scenery is traditionally hung.

Rehearsals
In the fall of 2007, Lake Arrowhead and the

surrounding communities were evacuated, causing a

postponement of the MPH Halloween play, a story theatre
version of The Telltale Heart.

On January 2008, rehearsals

resumed with twenty-three returning drama students from the

first semester playing the main parts and twelve new drama
students performing as the chorus.

On February 1, 2008,

the spring 2008 MPH drama class performed The Telltale

Heart, and after analyzing each student's performance, Mr.

Moss cast Norman Rockwell.

The students rehearsed for four

weeks, spending the first two weeks learning the dialogue
and blocking.

The students were highly motivated during

the rehearsals and appeared to enjoy the singing and

dancing.

Several students had difficulties with

projection, causing me to rewrite and add additional chorus
sections and the use of a microphone.

Middle School Performance of Norman Rockwell:
American Illustrator and. Painter
The students arrived twenty minutes before the

performance and performed the first assembly for K-3rd
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graders.

Then, after a ten minute break, they performed

the same material for 4th-6th graders.

Each performance

lasted twenty-five minutes.
The students entered from the back of the cafeteria,

singing "Take Me Out to the Ball Game" and throwing small
bags of popcorn and peanuts as they walked up the center
aisle of the cafeteria and onto the stage, remaining on
stage or in the wings on the left aisle of the cafeteria.
The format of the play was reader's theatre and story

theatre; allowing the performers to easily hand the
microphone from one speaker to another.

The performance

concluded with actors entering the audience and choosing

random GVE students from the audience who volunteered to
answer the following questions:

Norman Rockwell Quiz.
1. Who was Norman Rockwell?
2. What made Norman Rockwell's art different and unusual?

3. Where did people see Norman Rockwell's art?
4. Name another one of the Four Freedoms that Norman
Rockwell painted.

5. Name another one of the Four Freedoms that Norman
Rockwell painted.
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6. Name another one of the Four Freedoms that Norman
Rockwell painted.

7. What was your favorite Norman Rockwell painting from
the assembly?
The audience was accustomed to this format for concluding

an assembly; they were excited to answer the questions; and
all of the questions were answered correctly.

Rim Drama Year Two: 2008-2009
Determining Funding and Planning the Performance
GVE once again hosted the Rim students by paying for

the bus with their VAPA grant money.

We followed the model

from the previous year and scheduled the performance on

November

20, 2008, two weeks after the Rim school play The

Skin of Our Teeth.

Costumes, Scenery, and a Giant Puppet
The same volunteer that created the Warhol soup can

costume in 2007, created:
•

nine baseball hats with 18" long and 9" high
reproductions of Klee's paintings of fish, cats, or

puppet heads stapled to the front of them
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•

a reproduction of Klee's image Landscape with Yellow

Birds mounted on foam and cut in two pieces to
illustrate Klee's composition methods

•

an 18" in diameter Senecio head mounted on foam that I
attached to rods and clothed with a large man's work

shirt, creating a life-size puppet that waved to the

students as they entered the cafeteria for the

assembly
For the dominant stage decoration, I had two second

grade classes color 4" x 6" Senecio heads, resulting in

approximately 80 heads that I pinned to the back wall of
the stage.

For costumes, the six main characters wore Rim drama

sweat shirt and all of the other actors wore black pants
and black t-shirts, adding suggested costumes—a shirt, a
wig, an apron, a skirt, and/or a hat— when needed.

Several

of the clowns and dancers brought their own colorful pants,
shirts and skirts, and the remaining actors used items from

my costume collection.

Rehearsals
I was invited to attend the first rehearsal, during

which Mr. Smith cast the play and I explained several of
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the unique staging requirements for specific scenes.

I

also brought in the specific props and hats to emphasize
the visual aspect of the performance. Two thirds of the

class had been in the 2007 Warhol play, so they were
prepared for anything, such as a "soup can narrator."
Although most of the students put on a "fish head" or "cat

head" hat, Mr. Smith had to direct other students to hold

props or put on the hats during the first rehearsal.

Once

the students understood the performance significance of the

props, they used them throughout the consecutive rehearsals
and during the performances.

I attended five rehearsals in

two weeks, bringing props and costume suggestions.

Mr.

Smith directed the rehearsals with the help of an assistant

director and my input regarding the staging.

The students

seemed to enjoy the challenging blocking during rehearsals.

Although Mr. Smith cast against type, using this

performance as a means of challenging actors who had not
had starring roles in the past, all of the performers

appeared to meet the challenge.

High School Performance of Playing With Klee
Just as they had in 2007, the Rim students arrived at
7:30AM, seventy-five minutes before the performance began.

Because the blocking of Playing with Klee was more
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complicated than the previous year's Warhol play, Mr. Smith

had to direct the students in several run-throughs of
scene.

The students performed two forty-five minute

assemblies with a ten minute break separating the two
performances.

The play ended in the customary fashion,

with pre-selected actors asking random audience members the
following questions:

Paul Klee Quiz.
1. Who is the artist?
2. What is one important aspect of Klee's painting?

3. What's another important aspect of Klee's painting?
4. Are Klee's paintings abstract?
5. Where did Klee teach?
6. What is one important aspect of Klee's painting?

7. What's another important aspect of Klee's painting?
8. Who is the artist?
9. Who performed this Klee play?
The audience was accustomed to this format for concluding

an assembly; they were excited to answer the questions; and
all of the questions were answered correctly.
The Rim students gave two highly energetic

performances and the actors seemed to enjoy the process,
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especially when the audience reacted well by laughing and

cheering.

After each performance, the actors all commented

on how much they enjoyed performing for the elementary

audiences because they could see the students reacting
positively.
On November 25, 2008, Rim Drama performed two

assemblies of Playing with Klee at Lake Arrowhead

Elementary School (LAE).

For this assembly, the LAE Meet

the Masters coordinators set up the projector and organized

props and costumes.

The two coordinators had viewed the

GVE performance, taking the costumes and props with them

when they left to deliver them to LAE.

Once again, the Rim

performers arrived seventy-five minutes before the

performance to rehearse.

Before the LAE performance, the

students were much more relaxed than they had been at the
GVE assembly.

Although the stage at LAE is much smaller,

there are wings so that the students could enter and exit

in the traditional style that they were accustomed to.
Similar to the GVE performance, the Rim students gave two

energetic performances and received a warm reception from
the audience.

After each performance, all of the actors

were smiling as they discussed how much they enjoyed
performing for the elementary school audiences.
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Mary Putnam Henck Drama Year Two:
2008-2009
Determining Funding and Planning the Performance

In September 2008, following the model for year one,
Mr. Moss scheduled the Wake Up and Ride the Faith Ringgold
Bus for March 12. 2009.

We planned for March based on the

success of the previous year's performance in March.

We

assumed that by March we would have worked with

approximately the same group of students for four months
and would, therefore, be able to cast easily.

I also

assumed I would be able to write a script to meet the

specific abilities of the students.

Similar to year one,

the Grandview principal paid for the bus with her VAPA

funds.
Previous Experience With the Student Performers
In the 2008-2009 school year, there were thirty-five

drama students fifteen seventh graders and twenty eighth
graders.

Eight students had already completed a year of

middle school drama the previous year with Mr. Moss.

Mr.

Moss looked forward to teaching the eighth grade students
who had been stars in seventh grade; however, the students
who had been hard-working seventh graders had transformed

during the summer and become eighth graders with attitude
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who had convinced their friends to join the class.

Two of

our star performers would not cooperate and were often

penalized for talking and not paying attention.

And

although the class performed well for the eighth grade
festival in November 2008, the core group of "second year"

students along with a group who hadn't chosen drama for

their elective left the class.

Thus, unexpectedly, the

group of students who would have six weeks to prepare for
the MTM assembly consisted of eleven seventh graders and

twenty-four eighth graders with only twelve having drama

experience from the first semester and five not choosing

drama for their elective but having been randomly enrolled
in the class.

Costumes and Scenery
The most convenient and affordable costume choice for

Wake Up was anything that looked like sleepwear: robes,

pajamas, sweat pants or t-shirts.

Yet, it was very

important to emphasize to the students that they could not
wear anything revealing and that they had to wear clothing
under their costumes.

Most of the students arrived at

school with their own costumes and put them on over their

clothing before boarding the bus for each performance;
however, I brought extra robes, quilts and t-shirts for
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those who did not bring theirs.

In addition, I provided

silly glasses for all of the characters to put on before
Act II, during which they enter singing "If You're Happy
and You Know It," and then continue wearing throughout the

performance.

Finally, I provided items I had previously

purchased at the thrift store for the Harlem Renaissance
scene: six long dresses, six hats, six shawls, and a top

hat.

For the bus driver and the truant officer, students

used men's work-shirts previously donated by an elementary
school teacher and costume police hats from the previous

year's performance of The Telltale Heart.
For the scenery, I solicited assistance from the LAE

MTM coordinator who created a 30" x 40" paper frame covered

in material to look like a quilted frame with four 12" x
18" painted pictures depicting the four scenes that were

discussed in the play; these items were used as props and

then attached to the back stage wall to become scenery.

In

addition, the LAE coordinator painted two 6' x 3' scenes of

tall apartment buildings similar to the ones in Ringgold's
paintings, and these were hung on the left and the right

side of the stage.

Finally, six homemade children's quilts

on loan from MTM volunteers were attached to the back walls
of the stage as decorations.
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Rehearsals
Two weeks before we began formal rehearsals with the

script, a new MPH semester began, resulting in the class

enrollment being comprised of twenty-five new students who

had never taken drama. In order to determine the students'
abilities Mr. Moss and I ran the class like a workshop,
using creative drama techniques and spending two weeks

experimenting with various ensemble movement activities,
such as dancing "The Bunny Hop" in groups of five and

pretending to be riders on a bus singing "The Wheels on the
Bus."

When I determined that the students would

participate in these activities without viewing them as

"too childish," I began adding these dance, song and
movement components to the Faith Ringgold script I was

writing.

The students also practiced marching around the

cafeteria singing "If You're Happy and You Know It."
Finally, they performed several pantomime activities
involving children playing outside games, which I also
incorporated into my script.

Mr. Moss had planned a five week script rehearsal

process; however, we lost a week of rehearsal time because
all of the Rim of the World schools were cancelled for a

total of five days due to hazardous snow conditions.
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During the first week of the script rehearsal, Mr. Moss

cast the parts and gave the students the first half of the
script, dividing the class in half to create two casts.

To make the rehearsals and performance as enjoyable as
possible for the students, students who were friends were
assigned to the same cast with the caveat that if they
didn't pay attention or they had problems, they would be

changed to a different cast.

Fortunately, only two

students had to be moved to a new cast.
Middle School Performance of

Wake Up and Ride the Faith Ringgold Bus
The MPH students performed Wake Up and Ride the Faith

Ringgold Bus on March 12, 2009, at GVE, arriving twenty

minutes before their performance already dressed in their
sleepwear, highly motivated and excited to perform.

As a

brief rehearsal, I lead each cast through a quick walk
through of their initial exit and specified where they

would leave their robes and blankets—the play begins with

them sleeping on stage and then they run off—and
delineating how they would reenter the cafeteria singing
and then retake the stage.

I also emphasized the

dimensions of the stage so that the students would realize

they could not perform in front of the projected images.
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I then lead each cast in a run-through of "The Wheels on
the Bus" emphasizing the route they would take by walking

through the center aisle of the cafeteria, exiting out the

back of the cafeteria, climbing the hallway steps and then
reentering the cafeteria from a ramp above the floor of the

cafeteria that winds down to the stage.

The performances

each lasted twenty-five minutes.

I had planned with Mrs. Hopper that K-3rd graders would

view the first performance and then 4th-6th graders would
view the second performance.

I chose this plan because K-

3rd graders are usually more receptive, laughing more and
responding better than 4th-6th graders, so I thought this

performance schedule would provide a positive atmosphere
for cast two who would be watching cast one perform.

Unfortunately, the night before the performance, I received

an email from Mrs. Hopper indicating that 3rd-6th graders

would watch first because of recess scheduling, resulting
in the cafeteria being completely full for cast one, with

approximately 350 GVE students, thirteen teachers and ten
volunteers in the audience, which was somewhat overwhelming
for the performers, but the audience was quite receptive

which quickly put the performers at ease.
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Then, after a

ten minute break, cast two took the stage and performed for
200 students, ten teachers and five volunteers.

At the end of each performance, previously chosen

actors selected random GVE students from the audience to
answer the following questions about the performance.
Faith Ringgold Quiz.

1. What is the artist's name?

2. What was Tar Beach?
3. Why did Ringgold paint on quilts?
4. What was Ringgold most famous for painting?

5. Who did she paint in her paintings?
All of the audience members who volunteered to answer a

question answered correctly.

Both casts performed well.

The MPH students were

highly enthusiastic when they returned to MPH after the
performance, and they looked forward to performing two

additional assemblies on April 1, 2009.
Prior to the April 1, 2009, morning performance at LAE
and afternoon performance at CHE, the MPH students had two

additional weeks of rehearsal.

First, the students watched

a video of and discussed their GVE performances.

Next,

they created skits using their characters from Wake Up and
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creating any scenario they liked.

These activities helped

the students evaluate their own and their classmates'

performances.

They determined that some students needed to

memorize their lines and other students needed to work on

projecting.

These additional two weeks lead me to believe

that the optimal rehearsal time for middle school

performers would be 6-8 weeks.

Performance Evaluation
After each performance, I orally surveyed the teachers

at GVE, asking them what aspects of the performance they

found most educational for their students.

I then

informally surveyed various MTM volunteers after they had

presented in the classroom.

Finally, I discussed the

performances with the drama teachers to determine any
changes to be made for the 2009-2010 performances.

The

results of these evaluations will be presented in chapter
four.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS: PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS

My Life in the Factory with Andy Warhol
Although the Rim students had been evacuated from
their homes for three weeks due to forest fires prior to
the performance, they performed quite well.

The actors

began the performance with a burst of energy as they
paraded up the center of the cafeteria to David Bowie's

song "Fashion."

The participation theatre elements worked

well as the audience was encouraged by actors portraying

photographers to join in the pantomime of clicking photos
of Andy Warhol's entourage.

Throughout the performance, the Rim drama students
embodied their characters well, delivering their lines

clearly and reacting to each other believably, regardless

of how silly the lines or the blocking were (at one point

Warhol pulls a plastic cockroach out of his paper bag and
the secretary screams and jumps up onto a chair.)

In

addition, the actors who portrayed Elvis, Marilyn Monroe
and Mick Jagger impersonated the characters well and sang
the new lyrics to the tunes of familiar songs clearly and

convincingly.

Also, throughout the performance, the soup
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can narrator stayed in character, delivering her lines to

tell the audience about her difficult life.

Overall the performance was a huge success.

The

student audience laughed at all the sight jokes, such as

Andy's mother shoving a chocolate bar into his mouth and
the teachers and volunteers laughed loudest during the

impersonations.

Even though it would be easy for high

school actors to reject ridiculous characters and refuse to

dress like a soup can, Rim drama students didn't object to

portraying any of the characters.

Instead, they presented

all of the characters with energy and excitement which

motivated me to continue working with Mr. Smith and his
students.

After the performance, I visited the Rim drama

class and the students were all very positive about their
experience performing at GVE.

Many of the students

commented on the motivation they felt as the audience
reacted to their characters, proving that I had
successfully created an opportunity for the actors to make

theatre "for the mutual delight of themselves and their
audience" (Evans 122).

We ended the meeting with Mr. Smith

committing his 2008 advanced drama class to a GVE
performance, and subsequently an LAE performance was also

scheduled for 2008 because the MTM coordinators for the
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other elementary school, Lake Arrowhead Elementary,
attended the GVE performance and saw the educational and

entertainment value of the performance.
Principal Evaluation
Prior to the MPH performance in March 2008, Mrs.

Hopper wrote: "I'm really excited about the MPH kids coming
over for the performance.

I was told, by a group of kids,

that your Warhol assembly was the best event of the school

year 1"

Teacher and Volunteer Evaluation
Both teachers and volunteers repeatedly told me how

much they enjoyed the Rim performance, especially the
impersonations and silly songs.

For months after the

assembly, teachers told me that their students still
remembered the name Andy Warhol, his mother's influence and
his focus on soup cans.

Volunteers reported that students

remembered the important elements of Warhol's art and could
describe moments from the performance, just as in Roebers,
et al, "the results suggest that information encoded during

the live show was perceptually enriched and that these

perceptions seemed to play a crucial role for accurate

remembering" (330).
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Norman Rockwell: American Illustrator
And Painter
The MPH actors entered from the back of the cafeteria

with a lot of energy, singing "Take Me Out To the Ballgame"
as they walked up the aisle and onto the stage.

Having the

actors begin the performance with movement and a song was a

successful performance technique because the actors were
very nervous, and it was easier for them to begin by

singing together as an ensemble than by speaking
individually, thus my composition choice for the script

allowed for "the individual to flourish with the group"
(Kase-Polisini 67).
Once the actors were all in the front of the
cafeteria, half of the class had to stand below the stage
and half of the class stood on the stage, leading me to

determine to create a smaller cast for year two.

The most

glaring difficulty during the performance was the inferior

sound system at GVE.

A small two feet high speaker on the

edge of the stage emitted a high piercing screech each time
the system was changed from CD to microphone, making me

determined to avoid use of the microphone for year two.
Regardless of the difficulties, the students all danced

"The Charleston" on cue and the audience reacted with a
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loud round of applause, thus the performance "cultivated an
appreciation for beauty" (H'Doubler 12).

The students then

ended by reciting President Roosevelt's Four Freedoms and

repeating several lines as a chorus, which they projected
well.

Although Mr. Moss was very supportive, he didn't like
the conclusion of the script.

He wanted the students to do

more than just memorize and recite a line.

He thought the

students most enjoyed the story theater elements when they

pantomimed Rockwell's experience playing football, and Mr.
Moss recommended additional scenes like that for future

scripts.

Mr. Moss's comments were an important influence

on my composition of the MPH script for year two, causing

me to employ additional story theatre elements—such as
narration during pantomime— and fewer readers theatre
elements, such as choral recitation of famous poems or

speeches.
Teacher and Volunteer Evaluation
The K-3rd grade teachers praised the singing and the

story theatre elements.

They felt that the recitation of

the Four Freedoms was too advanced for the lower grades and
not the best method of instruction.

The 4TH-6TH grade

teachers said that their students could accurately answer
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questions about Rockwell's technique, influence, and the

history relating to his art.

The volunteers also felt that

the students learned the important components of Rockwell's
art.

All of the teachers and volunteers who spoke to me

after the performance commented on how impressed they were
by "The Charleston" dance in the middle of the performance,

so I included the same dance in the Ringgold performance
for year two.

Playing with Klee
The GVE students, teachers and volunteers greatly

enjoyed the performance.

Although the play began more

traditionally, with only six actors on stage discussing the

framing story of creating an assembly, the audience did not

lose interest because the actors projected well, and they
used the children's theatre technique of exaggerating their
characters' lines by screaming and crying hysterically, all
of which received big laughs from the audience.

The

students in the audience laughed at the silly aspects of
the play, such as the kindergarteners picking their noses

and the rock star interrupting the performance.

The adults

laughed at the puns, such as the references to Midsummer
Night's Dream and Bauhaus.
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Because the play had six different scene changes and
the performers keep up the energy throughout the play, the

audience never seemed to lose interest.

The thirty-two

actors paraded about laughing, singing and dancing
enthusiastically throughout the play and then added even

more enthusiasm for the "quick rewind on fast forward"
scene when they raced through the previous scenes at top

speed throwing props and rushing their lines.

The child

audience giggled with'glee when Klee's mother threw the
baby prop over the stage wall.

Although the actors continued to have trouble with the
timing of clapping and saying: "Line," this scene was one

of the most memorable .from the play.

The audience looked

up in awe as thirty-two students stood in a line, said,

"Horizontal," and then moved their arms to illustrate a

horizontal line.

Another staging problem resulted when the

actors disregarded the script directions to enter from the

back of the cafeteria..

Instead, the actors entered from

stage left which resulted in the actors standing in a

closet for several minutes because GVE has no wings on
stage left.

However., these small mistakes in blocking were

not evident to the audience.

In contrast, many of the GVE

students commented on how much they enjoyed seeing the'
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clowns, the marchers, and the dancers performing in the
aisles of the cafeteria.
Teacher and Volunteer Evaluation
For weeks after the performance, teachers and

volunteers praised the actors and reported that their
students could recite the four aspects of Klee's art:

color, connection between art and nature, line, and
imagination .
J

I

On November 25, Rim drama performed Playing with Klee
at Lake Arrowhead Elementary School.

After the LAE

performance, the LAE coordinators reported that their’
students remembered the four aspects of Klee's work and
that they all enjoyed the performance.

They also showed

that they valued the performance by requesting a
performance for the 2009-2010 school year.

The LAE

coordinator sent this email: "You did such a wonderful job

Please tell the cast that

and I loved how funny it was.

they did a fabulous job and I am so impressed!

Can you

please thank Joel [Mr. Smith] as well" (Johnson).
The Rim performance of Playing with Klee was the most

successful assembly of the 2008-2009 MTM year.

Just as I

had planned when composing the script, the combination of

children's theatre elements with movement, dance, and song
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accentuating the Theatre-In-Education emphasis on the
artist's work and life resulted in education, art and

theatre all coming together as one entity, leaving the
child audience "seized by the mystery" (Kornhauser 33) of

Klee's art.

Wake Up and Ride the Faith Ringgold Bus
From the moment the MPH actors lay down on stage in
their pajamas, the audience began laughing.

I positioned

myself center stage on a chair with my head back pretending

to be asleep, and as I began snoring, the actors joined me
creating a cacophony that grew as the audience laughed
louder and louder.

Once the performance began, the actors ran off stage

to "prepare for the play" and then re-entered from the back

singing "If You're Happy and You Know It."

As in the

Rockwell performance, utilizing the participation theatre
technique of entering from the back of the cafeteria with a
song eased the actors into the performance while adding

excitement for the audience because the actors were next to

them performing rather than removed from them up on stage.
The actors performed well and the audience reacted

well by laughing at the lines about Daphne and Scooby Doo.
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As I assumed, the audience was intrigued when the actors
used the story theatre technique of pantomiming driving and
riding on a bus that exited out the back door. The audience

then reacted excitedly, pointing and shouting as the bus

reappeared on the ramp above the cafeteria floor and
returned to the stage, in true participation theatre
fashion.

Even though it was complicated for the six Harlem
Renaissance characters to exit to the left and put on
dresses, hats and scarves, they executed this smoothly and

arrived on cue for a readers theatre performance of
Langston Hughes's poems.

This short dissipation of energy

was quickly transformed when the cast danced "The

Charleston" and then pretended to be transported to the

Louvre.
In the final act of the play, the students sang "Here
Comes the Sun" energetically, calling the second grade
sunflowers onto the stage.

They then smoothly transitioned

into the conclusion of the play, with most of the students

projecting well and everyone enthusiastically singing Faith
Ringgold's "Anyone Can Fly" to conclude the performance.
Even though the actors had only four weeks of
rehearsal instead of five (school was cancelled for a week
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due to hazardous weather conditions), they performed very

well and did not negatively respond to a few mistakes that

occurred.

During the first cast, when the two main actors

realized they had skipped a section in which clue number

three is revealed, they moved into their next position and
continued with the performance without making their mistake

evident to the audience, thus providing an "opportunit[y]
for students to display creative and innovative thinking

and analysis" (Kaiser).

I then pasted the clue to the wall

when the audience was watching the bus exit out the back
door.

After the performance, I quickly discussed the error

with the cast two actors to ensure that the mistake

wouldn't be repeated.

Also, although cast two watched cast

one exit and reenter, and they had repeatedly rehearsed in

two lines, the students who exited through the center of
the cafeteria then ran up to the ramp and re-entered with
the others in a large group almost running, which began the
show in a chaotic fashion; however, the cast all lined up

on stage in an orderly fashion, thus the chaos that I

feared did not ensue.

Finally, in the middle of the

performance, I saw that Rosa Parks had not completed

dressing and would not be on stage in time for her cue, so

I walked up to the ramp and indicated that the bus should
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slow down and begin singing the first verse again, which
gave Rosa a few extra minutes, allowing her to make her

cue.
The students then concluded the play well by inviting
the second grade class who came prepared with sunflowers

they had made to join the actors on stage singing "Here
Comes the Sun" and then finally singing Ringgold's song

"Anyone Can Fly."
After the performance, the actors were very

enthusiastic.

They enjoyed performing for GVE and they

looked forward to their performances at LAE and CHE.
During the two weeks of rehearsal before the scheduled LAE
and CHE performances, we did not dwell on the few mistakes,

instead we rehearsed various aspects of the play that the
students seemed to have difficulties with and we created

new blocking that would be required for the stages at each
school, thus the students had to "analyze and synthesize

information to solve the complex problem" (Kaiser) of

following new blocking to accommodate a different
performance space.

Principal Evaluation
A few hours after the GVE performance, Mrs. Hopper

sent me the following email:
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Dear Dana and Jeff [Mr. Moss],
I was so impressed with the Meet the Masters

presentation this morning.

The MPH kids were

As always,

wonderful and very entertaining.

these assemblies are engaging, full of energy and

fun for our students. The MPH students added a
special touch to the presentation.

Thank you for all your hard work.

The GVE

students always tell me that the Meet the Masters
assemblies are their favorites.

Thanks for

bringing art to life for our students.
Teacher and Volunteer Evaluation
The teachers reported that their students enjoyed the

Ringgold play and learned a great deal about Ringgold and
her art.

The students understood that Ringgold painted on

quilts and that she painted many different stories.

The

students liked the singing and several students told their

teachers that they liked it when the students left, which I
initially misinterpreted until the teacher explained that
that student said they liked it when the bus left out the

back door and then appeared again on the ramp.

The

volunteers said that when they asked what happened when the
"driver on the bus said get on back," the third graders and
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older students answered, "Rosa Parks said,

'No way.'"

The

kinder and first grade students enjoyed the songs and knew
that Faith Ringgold also wrote books and songs.

The

teachers and the volunteers all reported that the students
understood that Faith Ringgold painted historical quilts,
which once again indicates that just as in Roebers, et al,

"the results suggest that information encoded during the
live show was perceptually enriched and that these
perceptions seemed to play a crucial role for accurate

remembering" (330).
The performance of Wake Up was a great success; I will
use children's theatre and Theatre-In-Education components

in future plays that I write for middle school students.
The Mountain News Evaluation

On April 2, 2009 the editor of the Lake Arrowhead
newspaper The Mountain News wrote: "At the end of the

play[Wake Up and Ride the Faith Ringgold Bus], as the MPH

students posed questions about Ringgold, the elementary
school children answered eagerly" (Lanyon

3).

Lake Arrowhead Elementary and Charles
Hoffman Elementary Performance Evaluation
On April 1, 2009, the MPH drama students performed in
the morning at Lake Arrowhead Elementary School (LAE) and
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then after eating a quick pizza lunch delivered to LAE,
rode the bus for thirty minutes to arrive in Running

Springs to perform at Charles Hoffman Elementary School
(CHE). For both performances, the MPH students were as

energetic and enthusiastic as they were at GVE.

Because

the LAE stage, which measures 8' x 3',is very different

from the GVE and allows for only eight students to fit on

it comfortably, I had created new blocking by dividing the

cast into two groups and having the groups climb up and
down the steps to "share" the amount of time spent acting
on stage and acting directly below the stage.

The students

executed this and additional new blocking very well and
repeated this new blocking at CHE, thus successfully
"synthesiz[ing] information to solve the complex problem"

(Kaiser) of performing in new, unknown venues.

With each performance, the MPH students became more
and more confident.

Their performance at CHE was^ideal.

I

stood back proudly as they hit their marks, responded to
their cues and waited until a laugh was finished before

delivering their next line, the whole time entertaining the
student audience.

The principals at LAE and CHE both had

high praise for the performances and invited MPH drama to
perform again in the future.
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CHAPTER FIVE
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary:"Putting a Play Together is
the Work of Many Hands"1

In the 2007-2008 academic year, I enrolled in the CSUSB
M.A. in Theatre Arts with a Concentration in Theatre

Education/ Theatre for Youth Program, providing me with the

children's theatre and Theatre-in-Education resources to
compose an original Meet the Masters script—which meets
VAPA Visual Arts Content Standards—for Rim of the World
High School Drama students to perform at Grandview

Elementary School in Twin Peaks, California.
Based upon the success of the year one high school
performance, and working from my observations: creating the
script, rehearsing with the high school students, analyzing

the performance, and determining the results of the

performance, I attempted this same project with middle
school drama students.

My objective was twofold: to

determine the required adjustments needed to compose a

middle school script that would 1) meet the needs of the
middle school performers and 2) entertain while instructing

1 Kornhauser
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the elementary school audience, thus increasing learning
and retention.

Based on the results for year one, in year two, I
composed two improved scripts, with each script containing
the children's theatre and Theatre-In-Education components

appropriate for the level of experience each performance

group possessed.

Scripts Presented in Appendix A
Year One 2007-2008
•

My Life in the Factory with Andy Warhol.

A thirty minute

script consisting of 20 characters for high school

performers, presenting Warhol's life and work.

•

Norman Rockwell: American Illustrator and Painter, a

25 minute script consisting of 32 separate line
delineations for middle school performers, presenting

the life and work of Norman Rockwell.

Scripts Presented in Appendix B

Year Two 2008-2009

•

Playing with Klee, a forty minute script consisting of
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32 characters for high school performers, presenting

the life and work of Paul Klee.

•

Wake Up and Ride the Faith Ringgold Bus, a 25 minute
script consisting of 20 characters, presenting the
life and work of Faith Ringgold.

Conclusions

Project Results

Reflecting upon the results of the two years of high
school and middle school drama performances of originally
composed Meet the Masters plays, I can now answer the
questions that focused my project: Can middle school

performers successfully perform for elementary school

students? I answer with a resounding yes.
In year one after a ten year hiatus, the MPH drama
class was not only resurrected, it thrived and performed an
educational and entertaining youth theatre play, teaching
the elementary school audience about the important

components of Norman Rockwell's art.
In year two, after Rim Drama performed a high energy

six act play, setting a high standard for MTM assemblies,
MPH easily met this new standard. The middle school drama
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students not only performed a play with a sustained
narrative, presenting an interesting story for the

audience, they also taught the audience about art, thus
meeting the "California State Board of Education Visual and

Performing Arts: Visual Arts Content Standards."

As I composed each script my objective was to utilize
the appropriate children's theatre techniques to create a

performance that would be memorable and engaging, for as

Schiller's study "Children’s Perceptions of Live Arts
Performances: A Longitudinal Study" shows, "Engagement with

live arts performance stimulates [a child audience's]

cognitive and emotional capacities."
Evidence Supporting Validity
The following evidence indicates that the learning

objectives—meeting VAPA Standards— of Meet the Masters
lessons were met through high school and middle school
performances.

•

Layton the editor of the Mountain News supports the
educational value of the project: "At the end of the
play, as the MPH students posed questions about

Ringgold, the elementary school children answered
eagerly" (3).
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•

Lauralea Hopper, the principal at Grandview Elementary

writes: "The MPH kids were wonderful and very
entertaining.

As always, these assemblies are

engaging, full of energy, and fun for our students.
The MPH students added a special touch to the

presentation."

•

The teachers reported that their students enjoyed the

Ringgold play and learned a great deal about Ringgold
and her art.

The students understood that Ringgold

painted on quilts and that she painted many different

stories.
•

The MTM volunteers reported that when they asked what
happened when the "driver on the bus said,

back,' "

'Get on

the third graders and older students

answered, "Rosa Parks said,

'No way.'"

Also, the

kindergarten and first grade students enjoyed the
songs and knew that Faith Ringgold also wrote books
and songs.

•

The teachers and the volunteers all reported that the

students understood that Faith Ringgold painted

historical quilts.
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The above data supports the findings of Roebers et al's

study "'It’s Magic!' the Effects of Presentation Modality

on Children's Event Memory, Suggestibility, and Confidence
Judgments" "information encoded during[a] live show [is]
perceptually enriched and these perceptions seemed to play

a crucial role for accurate remembering" (330).
Contribution to the Field

My project is an important contribution to the field
of Theatre Education/ Theatre for Youth because it presents

a method for utilizing the existing resources in a school

district—middle school and high school drama students—to
present Theatre-in-Education performances.

According to

"The Arts and Music Block Grant Summary Report Fiscal Year
2007-2008," "there has been a lack of training in providing
standards-based sequential learning to students in dance,

music, theatre, and/or visual arts."

This project provides

evidence that school districts comprised of elementary
school teachers who have not been trained in the arts can

meet VAPA standards by utilizing the resources they
possess—middle school and high school drama classes.

In addition, a project such as this has great
potential for growth.

In year one, the high school and

middle school actors participating in my project performed
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at one elementary school.

Upon learning of the success of

the program, elementary school principals in the Rim of the

World district requested performances at their schools,
resulting in the high school performing at two elementary

schools and the middle school performing at three

elementary schools in the second year.
Beyond the contribution to theatre, my project

provides students with crucial skills they will use
throughout their academic and professional lives.

According to Kaiser's discussion of"The National Center on
Education and the Economy Report":

'the arts will be an indispensable foundation for

everything that comes after for most members of the
workforce.' Learning through the arts reinforces

crucial academic skills in reading, language arts, and
math. But just as important, learning through the arts
gives young people the skills they need to analyze and

synthesize information, and to solve complex problems.

Recommendations
High School Verses Middle School Scripts
Unlike the high school students, the middle school

students perform best with specific choreography and work
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well in ensemble and chorus structures.

In the two years

that were studied, approximately eight to ten of the
thirty-five middle school drama students were able to stay

in character and memorize large amounts of dialogue.
Therefore, a middle school script needs to be shorter than

a high school script, twenty-five to thirty minutes

maximum, and should be comprised of story theatre elements
such as "[a]ctors are usually costumed and may speak or

perform in pantomime, while a narrator tells the story"

(McCaslin Creative Drama in the Classroom 276).

Also,

ensemble activities such as readers theatre recitations of

poetry, singing, and dancing, work well, allowing the

student actors to "flourish with[in] the group" (KasePolisini 67).
Establishing a Creative Team

Any volunteer or teacher embarking on a project such
as mine must work with teachers who are willing to dedicate

class time to the project.

All of the rehearsals, 2-4

weeks for high school and 6-8 weeks for the middle school,
In addition, parent or

took place during class time.

community volunteers need to be solicited to create

costumes, props and scenery.

Many school districts have

creative and talented individuals who may or may not have
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experience with the arts but who will share their skills
when asked.

Although one would assume in a small community like

Lake Arrowhead and the surrounding area that the various

schools would have existing resource sharing programs, that
was not so.

Each school in the Rim of the World district

performed as a solo entity, with each elementary school

creating its own MTM assemblies and the middle school and
high school drama classes having limited interaction with

each other or with the elementary school; therefore, it

fell upon me to establish contact between schools.

However, once the sharing of resources was established and
the administrators and teachers in the district learned of

the success of the program, additional schools requested
performances. Therefore, larger districts can find

encouragement that they, too, can embark on this project.
This project would not have been possible without the

support of the high school drama teacher, the middle school
drama teacher, the principals, the elementary school

teachers, the Meet the Masters parent volunteers, the
student actors and the student audience, for "putting a

play together is the work of many hands.

feat" (Kornhauser 6) .
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And is no small

APPENDIX A
YEAR ONE 2007-2008 PLAYS
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My Life in the Factory with Andy Warhol

By C.T.

(Campbel's* Tomato) Soup

Cast of Characters

Scene I

C.T. Soup—Red long sleeve shirt, white gloves, red pants

(or jeans), silver hat will be made for the costume. Also,
a large cardboard picture of a soup can will be made to
cover the actor's torso.

C.T. knows she is a "soupper" star and whenever she moves
or talks, she acts like a star. Whenever she's standing
waiting to talk, she's waving to the audience or blowing
kisses; she's always "on-stage." C.T. walks down the "red
carpet" to begin the show and then serves as a narrator
throughout the play.
Scenes I, III, IV, V, VI.

Older Andy Warhol—Suit, tie, black sunglasses, trench coat.

Andy is VERY shy. He speaks in a whiny voice, often in
monosyllables. Scenes I, III, IV, V, VI.

Bridgette—Mini skirt or 60s attire (Go Go boots lots of
makeup. NOT hippies!
See Edie Sedgwick from Factory Girl
as a model.
)

Bridgette is part of Andy's entourage in the beginning of
the play.
She works in The Factory in the end of the play.
Scenes

I, VI.
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Taxi - 60's attire and fur coat (will be provided).
(Go Go
boots lots of makeup. NOT hippies!
See Edie Sedgwick from
Factory Girl as a model.
)

Taxi is part of Andy's entourage in the beginning of the
play. She works in The Factory in the end of the play.
Scenes

I, VI.

True Blue dressed all in blue; a blue wig will be provided.
(Go Go boots lots of makeup. NOT hippies!
See Edie
Sedgwick from Factory Girl as a model.
)

True Blue is part of Andy's entourage in the beginning of
the play. She works in The Factory in the end of the play.
Scenes

I, VI.

Bruno—Jeans and a black t-shirt.

Bruno is part of Andy's
entourage in the beginning of the play. He works in The
Factory in the end of the play. Scenes I, VI.

4 Reporters—Dressed in suit jackets and pants.

Wearing
50's hats that will be provided. Actors should bring small
"reporter's" notebook and pen to mimic taking notes during
an interview. They stand on the "red carpet" and shout
questions in Scene I.

Two reporters return in Scene IV.

4 Photographers — Dressed in suit jackets and pants.

Wearing 50's hats that will be provided.
Holding cameras
that will be provided. They stand on the "red carpet" and
take photos in Scene I.
*purposely misspelled to avoid copyright issues.
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Cast of Characters Continued

Scene IX

New Commercial Artist Andy^-messed up hair, ratty pants, and

long white shirt un-tucked. Tie sloppily tied. Holding
grocery bag, which will be provided.
This Andy is just in
Scene

IX.

Fred Smith—guy waiting for an interview.
In suit and tie.
Holding briefcase (will be provided.)
Small part in Scene
II.

Boss—suit and tie.

Small part in Scene

Secretary—professional skirt and blouse.
Scene II.

II.

Small part in

Scene III

Andy's Mother—Old-fashioned dress and grey wig (both will
be provided).
She emerges from the audience and speaks in
an Eastern European accent. She's a very strong and
opinionated woman.
She often yells at the audience.
She
narrates Andy's childhood .
(As you are rehearsing, any
necessary word or sound changes to the script the director
or actor would like to make in order to make this funnier
are a welcome change.)
Scene III, IV.
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Scene IV
Muriel—is an interior designer.
She has a small part in
Scene IV when she tells Andy to paint money.
Scene IV.

Scene V

Gallery owner —suit and tie.

Small part in Scene V.

Gallery visitor 1 —any "nice" clothing will be fine.
Small part in Scene V.

Gallery visitor 2—any "nice" clothing will be fine.
part in Scene V.

Small

Couple in love visiting the gallery^-any "nice" clothing
will be fine. Small part in Scene V.

Scene VI
Marilyn Monroe—Beautiful dress, (a blonde wig will be
provided if needed ). Speaks in a low, breathless voice

like the real Marilyn did. Imagine "Happy Birthday, Mr.
President." Small part in Scene VI.

Elvis Presley—Jeans and a button up shirt.
(See the
painting as an example).
Speaks like the real Elvis
Presley.
(Will need to know the song "Hound Dog" to sing
about silk-screening.)
Small part in Scene VI.
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Speaks in a British
accent like the real Mick Jagger.
(Will need to know the
song "Satisfaction.")
Small part in Scene VI.

Mick Jagger—Jeans and a t-shirt.

James Warhola—Andy's nephew age 10; wearing overalls or
jeans and a flannel shirt. Small part in Scene VI. (This
can be a GVE student if you run out of actors.)

Sleeping Movie Stai>-jeans and black t-shirt.
This actor
will be sleeping in a corner of the stage for the entire
play.
(This can be a GVE student if you run out of
actors.)

Camera Operator—jeans and t-shirt. Will be pretending to
film sleeping Movie Star for the entire play.
(This can be
a GVE student if you run out of actors.)

Announcer:

Dana will be the announcer.

25 cats named Samr-various stuffed animal cats will be

placed around The Factory floor.
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Scene I

Red Carpet

Ladies and Gentleman, boys and girls, please
welcome the FIRST "Soupper" Star.

Announcer:

[Fame by David Bowie is playing and C.T. Soup enters from
the back of the cafeteria to walk down the "red carpet" to
the stage. Along the way, reporters shout questions and
four photographers stationed at different locations along
the carpet snap photos of C.T.]

Reporter 1:

Ms. Soup, what new recipes are you working on?

[Waving to the crowd as she walks by.] Please, please
call me C.T. [Turns to face the students sitting next to
the aisle and explains] That's short for Campbel's Tomato.

C.T.:

C.T.
C.T. over here. What do you say to
people on the Atkins diet who say you have too many carbs?
Reporter 2:

C.T.:
Tell them soup is good food.
[Addresses the
students sitting near the carpet] Who can argue with that

logic?

Reporter 3:
Ms. Soup. Ms. Soup. Ms. Soup.
[As C.T.
begins to move up the stairs, Reporter 3 tries a different
tactic by yelling.]
C.T.
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C.T. [Turns halfway up the stairs and blows kisses to the
crowd]
Yes, my dear?

Reporter 3:

How exactly did you become so famous?

Now, that's the best question I've heard all day. It
all began back with my [counting on fingers] great, great,
great, great, great, great, great, great, great, great . .
. you get the idea . . .grandmother in 1897 when the first
Campbel's Tomato soup was made. Yes. I am the first and
the best type of soup.
When my great, great, great,
great, great—you know—when the first can was a young can
of soup, she actually needed a can opener to get her soup
out and a stove to warm her up. Can you believe that?
Today, fortunately we have pull off tops and microwaves.

C.T.

Reporter 4:

Who helped you along the way?

I thank the artist Andy Warhol for all of my fame.
In fact, there he is right now.

C.T.

[Andy and his entourage walk down the red carpet. Members
of the entourage throw bags of popcorn and Pop Tarts to the
students.]

Mr. Warhol. Mr. Warhol, is it true that you
are responsible for C.T.'s fame?

Reporter 1:

True Blue :

Andy doesn't like to speak to the press.
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Mr. Warhol, why are your friends throwing
popcorn to the crowd?
Reporter 2:

Duh!! Do you want us to throw cans of soup? That
could kill someone.
He's the king of Pop Art, so of
course he loves popcorn and he loves to share his art, his
pop, and his popcorn.
Taxi:

Reporter 3:

Bridgette:

Reporter 3:

Bridgette:

Taxi:

What's in the other bags?

[Very bored] Pop Tarts of course.

[Puzzled]

You know.

Nooooo.

Excuse me?

Andy's the king of Pop Tarts.

[Laughing] He's the king of Pop ART.

Oh, who cares?
attention, it doesn't matter.

Bridgette:

[Rolls eyes]

As long as we get

That's true. Come on, let's get close to C.T.
always gets attention from photographers.

Taxi:
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She

Reporter 1:

question.
fame?

Mr. Warhol. Mr. Warhol, come on.
Just one
Is it true that you are responsible for C.T.'s

In the future everyone will be famous for 15
minutes.

Andy:

Andy really is a famous artist. He's not quite as
famous as me, but he's as well-known an artist as Picasso
is.
[Addresses audience]Have any of you ever heard of
Picasso?

C.T.

True Blue :

Andy's way more famous than Picasso.

Reporter 4:

Mr. Warhol,

Bridgette:

how did you get your start?

Andy doesn't like to talk about his past.

I'd prefer to remain a mystery. I never like to give
my background and, anyway, I make it all up. I tell a
different story every time I'm asked.

Andy:

Reporter 3:

Andy, what's your favorite work of art you've

created?

Andy:

You tell me what to say.
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Reporter 4:

Andy:

Andy, why did you paint soup cans?

Let's make this a multiple choice interview.

C.T.: Andy painted me because I'm beautiful, of course.

And I'm a Pop image. I'm the beginning of Pop Art. We'll
tell them all about Pop art soon. Come on, Andy, you keep
answering in your mysterious way as you always do. Look at
all those reporters. They write down everything you say,
no matter how odd or strange it is.
[Addresses audience]
Have you ever heard of a multiple choice interview? Yeah,
right.

Andy:
Oh, I just don't feel like being interviewed.
[Addressing Reporter 2]
Let's interview you.

Reporter 2:

I don't think this is the right time to

interview me.

Believe me . . .I've made a career out of being the
right thing in the wrong space and the wrong thing in the
right space. That's the one thing I really know about.
Come on. Come and tell me about yourself.
[Andy and

Andy:

Reporter 2 walk together off stage pretending that Andy is
conducting an interview.]

Andy actually did interview a reporter one day when
he was scheduled to be interviewed himself. He just didn't
feel like being interviewed, so he switched places with the
reporter.
Isn't that crazy? That's the kind of guy Andy
was.
I bet you really do want to know about this famous
C.T.:
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artist, Andy Warhol. Okay, while Andy interviews that
reporter, let's watch a scene from the beginning of Andy's
career when he had his first job interview.

[When the scene ends, the actors sit in chairs on the sides
of the stage.]

Scene 2:

Andy at a job Interview

[Andy and Fred Smith are seated outside of an office.
The
boss is on the other side of the door sitting behind his
desk.]

Fred:

[Wiping brow with a handkerchief]

nervous.

Wow.

I'm a bit

How about yourself?

Andy:
[Sitting up straight moving only his eyes to look at
the man]
Mmmm.

My name if Fred Smith.
I've been an advertising
man my whole life.
I created all those Coca-cola ads you
see in the magazines these days. No matter how many times
I do this, I still get . . . you know. A little shaky.
And you?
Fred:
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Andy:

Oh, I don't know.

I've never done this before.

You don't say. Yeah, I figured you were a new one.
What's that, your lunch?
[laughing]

Fred:

Oh, this?
Well, I didn't know what to bring.
I didn't know how to bring it.

Andy:

Secretary:

Andy:

Then

Mr. Warhola.

No, it's Warhol now.

I've dropped the a.

Fred:
Well, don't drop anything else. Nice to meet you.
[Gets up and slaps Andy on the back.]
Good luck.

Andy:

[Clearly startled.]

Oh, yeah.

Me too.

[Andy follows secretary into office.
She motions for him
to sit in front of the boss's desk and she sits off to the
side to take notes during the interview.]

Mr. Warhola.
I see that
you graduated from Carnegie Institute of Technology in
Pittsburgh.
We like your style.
Here at our advertising
agency, we're looking for someone with a vision.

Boss:

[Speaking very quickly]

Do you have vision?

[Andy tries to answer but the boss
doesn't wait for a reply.]
I bet you do. [Secretary nods]

Let me show you what's popular these days.
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This is what

people like.

Do you like this? [Points to papers on his

desk and as Andy tries to look at them, the boss, directs
Andy to look out the window. Andy tries to look back over
his shoulder at what's on the desk.]
Yeah, neither do I.

Look at this city. Look at all those people down there
like ants.
They all follow tradition, but I want
something new. I want something exciting.
I want
something people will remember. Wadda ya got? Lemme see.
Lemme see.

Andy:
[Rummaging through his paper bag.]
Oh, I dunno.
[Takes out a can of soup and sets it on the desk.
Sets a
shoe on the desk. Various things fall out. A cockroach
falls out.
Secretary screams and leaps up on chair.]
Oh,

wow.

Boss:

Were did he come from?

What did you say your name was?

Boss:
[Boss looks closely at Andy for the first time and
Andy straightens his raggedy tie.]
A regular Raggedy

Andy, aren't you? Let's see what you got here Mr. Raggedy.
Hey. I like these.
Miss Brown, [addresses secretary who
is still standing on the chair.]

Miss Brown:

[From the chair in a shaky voice.]

Yes, sir.

Hey, get down from there and write up Mr. Raggedy.
I mean Mr. Andy Warhol needs a contract. Let's get to
work.

Boss:

Andy:

[Shakes hands] Yes, sir.
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Thank you.

Boss: Miss Brown, please lead Andy over to his new desk.
[Andy and the secretary walk to the other side of the stage
with Miss Brown telling him about the contract.]

Secretary:

Andy:

Okay, can you hold this?

Secretary:

Andy:

You'll need to go sign the contract.

What.

No way!!!

Don't ever bring a bag again.

What ?

1 mean [struggling to come up with a response]
one of the rules here is that you can't ever, ever bring
bags to work.
[Directed to the audience]
Especially bags
with cockroaches. Yuck.
Secretary:

Andy:

Wow.

Secretary:

I really like your shoes.

Oh, thank you.

In fact,
Andy liked shoes so much, that he drew them. He drew them
a lot.
His first job was in commercial advertising in
1959 which was a time when drawing and art were used in
advertisement a lot more often than photography was. Andy
really enjoyed his job in advertisement.
C.T.:

[Steps forward from the side of the stage]
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Secretary:

Andy:

Shoes.

Secretary:

Andy:

So, what are you drawing now, Mr. Warhol?

Oh, I like those.

I don't.

Secretary:

I want them to move.

Like this?

[She begins to dance around].

Andy:
Hey. Look at this.
[Performs the procedure as he
speaks]
If I draw it in pencil, and then cover it with a

lot of ink.

Secretary:

I like that.

Andy:
The line's too heavy. Hmm. Let's see.
[Blots the
drawing with another sheet of paper.]
If I transfer the

drawing on to a new sheet of paper ....................
. Yes.

Secretary:

Andy:

But not all of the ink transferred.

Yeah, isn't it great?
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It does give it energy.
Hey, they're dancing.
Secretary:

[Studies the drawing].

[Bowie's I'm "Only Dancing" plays.
Everyone gets up on
stage and dances until Andy's mother interrupts.
Then,
actors who aren't in Scene III, sit in chairs on the side
of the stage. ]

Scene III

Andy's Mother Interrupts

Mother: [From the audience, we hear a woman speaking with
an Eastern European Accent] What about zz awards?
Andy

vin many avards. He famous, famous illustrator.
tell zz story true.
Jou, no know my baby Andy.

Jou, no

Excuse me. YOU are interrupting my history of the
great artist Andy Warhol.

C.T.:

No only great artist, great son, too. Jou, know
what my Andy do? He always drawing, drawing.
When he a
little boy, he very sick, so he no go to school.
Instead
he stay home and color in his book. Each time he finish a
page, I give him a chocolate bar. I goot mother, no?

Mother:

I think you should have given him a bowl of tomato
soup. You're lucky he didn't suffer from obesity like the
millions of Americans today. Hey, you're not even
listening to me.
C.T.:
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No. I tinking of. my famous son who let me live
vit him for 20 years in New York ven he get famous. You
vill live vit your mommy too, no? Raise you hand if you
vill live vit mommy ven you grow up and become famous.
Oh
jess. Goot kids, like my Andy.

Mother:

Yeah, great.
I'd live with my mother, too, but
years ago [Begins crying loudly] she became a meat loaf.
I still miss her.

C.T.:

No, cry. Let me tell jou story. I the reason
Andy paint you picture. Every day when Andy a boy, I give
him tomato soup for lunch.

Mother:

C.T.

Hey, Andy, is that true?

Shhh.
How are you?

Andy:

That's not what I heard.

Don't let Mama know the truth.

Oh, hi, Mama.

Oh, my beautiful boy.
Go put on some cream. You skin is bad. Bad. Bad.
He
has condition you know.
Poor boy. Tat's vhy he say of
his exhibit of self portraits: " If it wasn't me in the
pictures, the exhibit would be great." Here, have a
chocolate bar.

Mother:

[Kissing and hugging Andy].

Thanks mama. Let's go home before you hear
something you don't like.

Andy:
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Oh, I hear rumors. I know you not always goot
boy, but I ignore those liars. Liars. Liars.
[Addresses
audience]
You no lie about my baby. I know true. He very
famous artist. He use my ideas.

Mother:

Yeah, Mama.

Andy:

C.T.

Sure.

[Startled.] What?

Cum'on

Let's go get some soup.

[Backs away scared]

My time's not

up yet.

No, C.T. Don't worry. Mama doesn't have all of her
teeth. She prefers cream of mushroom.
Sometimes she
collects all the little mushroom bits in her mouth and
chews them for hours all day long.

Andy:

C.T.

[Making a face of disgust]

Mother:

Jess.

Ewwwww.

Yuck.

I love zzz mushroom gum.

Have Muriel tell you the true story of your
beginning C.T.

Andy:
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Scene IV

A "Soupper" Star is Born

C.T. So, Muriel, tell me how did Andy decide to make me

famous?

Well, as you know, I'm a famous interior designer,
and I was friends with Andy when he was working as a
commercial artist.

Muriel:

C.T.

Yes, they know all about him making advertisement.

Andy wanted to be really famous. Here, let me
show you what it was like. Come here Andy. Let's pretend
it's 1962 all over again and we're in your studio talking.

Muriel:

Andy:
Okay.
I love to relive the past.
[Picks up paint
brush and begins painting.]
Muriel, I like my job making

advertisement, but I want to be a really famous artist.

Muriel:

I think everyone secretly wants to be famous.

No, but I mean really famous.
famous as the Queen of England.

Andy:

Muriel:

Some day you will be.
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I want to be as

I'm sure of it.

But how? I need to be a famous artist. A real
artist that people will take seriously. What should I
paint?

Andy:

Muriel:

What do you love?

Oh, money, of course.

Andy:

Muriel:

You should paint money.

That's a great idea.

Andy:

You should also paint what people see all the time
and don't realize is art.

Muriel:

A star is born!!!

C.T.:

Voila.

Andy:

But what should I paint?

C.T.

Hello?

Over here.

Remember me?

Something people see all the time?
think of anything?

Andy:
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I just can't

C.T.

Andy?

Me.

See me.

C.T.

Think of me.

What do you think?
I just don't know.

[Ask different audience members]

Andy:

Can you think of anything?

C.T.
[Jumping up and down, waving arms and pointing to
self.]
Me. Me. C.T. C.T. Me. Me.

I got it!!! Mama, can you go to the store and get
me all 32 kinds of soup that exist.
Andy:

Jes, vhy?
everybody?

Mother:

You having a party?

Vant zoup for

You'll see, mama.

Andy:

So his mother brought him 32 different kinds of
soup, and [points to self] a legend was created.

C.T.:

They called it Pop Art because it was based on
popular images.
He also painted beautiful Coca-cola
bottles.

Muriel:

C.T.

[Says in a hurt voice, trying to hold back tears]

I'm not jealous, because the Coca-Cola is not as beautiful
as I am.
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Reporter 1:

[Stepping forward from the side of the stage]

What does Coca-Cola mean to you?

Andy:

Pop.

Reporter 2:

Andy, why did you paint Coca-Cola bottles?

I just paint things I always thought were beautiful.
Things you use everyday and never think about.

Andy:

Reporter 1:

Come on, Mr. Warhol?

Why Coke bottles?

You should always have a product that has nothing to
do with who you are or what people think about you ... so
that you never start thinking that your product is you, or
your fame or your aura.

Andy:

Yeah, Coke bottles were fine to paint, but I was
always the "soupper" star attraction.
So you painted soup
cans and Coke bottles and you just became famous? Just
like [snaps finger] that? It was that easy?

C.T.

Of course not. My first gallery showing was in Los
Angeles in 1962, but many people didn't understand my
paintings. Take a look for yourself.
[Moves to the side

Andy:

of the stage.]
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Scene V

Art Gallery

[Gallery visitors and owner are standing center stage
looking up at the movie screen where the soup can art is
displayed.]

Gallery Visitor 1:

Gallery Owner:

What's that?

[Painting are displayed on the screen.]

That's Abstract Expressionism. That's the artist Jackson
Pollock and that's very famous right now in 1962.

Oh,
I couldn't stand that.
It was supposed to show
you the artist's [says the word with disgust] emotions.
You should always have a product that has nothing to do
with who you are or what people think about you.

Andy:

Gallery Owner:

Well, here's what's new in Pop Art.

What

do you think?

Gallery Visitor 1:

I think I forgot to pick up milk at the

market.

Gallery Visitor 2:

It makes me hungry.

Couple in love entering the gallery:

Hey, where's the soup?
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[Speaking in unison]

Gallery Owner:

[Laughing]

In the cans.

I'm sure you all realize they're not laughing at me.
That was just a little joke during that time period.
C.T.:

When someone looks at your art, they should never
start thinking that your product is you, or your fame or
your aura. Come on, C.T., let's go to the factory.

Andy:

[Actors who aren't in The Factory scene sit on the side of
the stage.]

Scene VI The Factory
[Actors are in different positions on the stage pantomiming
painting.
They often pause, take a step back, and examine
their work.]

Wait a minute. This isn't like the factory where I
was born. Where's the conveyor belt? Where's the foreman
and the workers.? Who's the boss?
C.T.

Andy, what color do you think I should make
Marilyn's eye shadow?
True Blue :

Marilyn:
[Moves to the front of the stage and poses while
the others talk about her.]
Are you talking about me? I
was very famous, wasn't I?
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Andy:

I dunno.

What do you think?

What color do you

like?

True Blue :

Andy:

How about blue?

What a fabulous choice.

Oh, I love blue.

Although Andy never met me, he knew I was famous
and he wanted to use famous images in his art, so he used
mine.

Marilyn:

Taxi:

How about adding some orange.

Andy:

Oh, I love orange.

What a fabulous choice.

Andy used bright colors, simple and strong
shapes, and repetition.

Marilyn:

Bridgette:

Andy:

How about adding some red.

Oh, I love red.

What a fabulous choice.

Andy used bright colors, simple and strong
shapes, and repetition. Did I already say that? I don't
remember.

Marilyn:
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True Blue :

Andy:

How about adding some purple.

Oh, I love purple.

What a fabulous choice.

Andy used bright colors, simple and strong
shapes, and repetition.
I'm pretty sure I already told you
that, didn't I?
Andy also created this new process, but I
don't really understand it.
[Points to hair]
Dumb blonde,
you know. Andy, can I sing you a song?

Marilyn:

Andy:

Uh, sure.

Marilyn:
[Sings "Happy Birthday to you" slow and
breathlessly like "Happy Birthday, Mr. President"; ends
with Happy Birthday, Mr. Warhol." When she ends, she blows
a kiss to the audience and then holds her skirt down.]
I

always have to watch out for that wind.

[Andy's nephew James Warhola runs in to The Factory and
interrupts.
Marilyn steps over to the side o£ the stage.]

Uncle Andy, Uncle Andy, look what I bought with the
$5 you gave me.

James:

Andy:

Oh,

I love this.

Bruno, let's magnify this.
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Bruno:
Great idea.
[Pantomimes placing the page on a
projector.]
Hey look. Now it's gigantic.

Andy:

James:

Andy:

James:

Andy:

James:

Andy:

Let's paint it.

Can I?

Can I?

Sure, put some numbers on it.

What colors should I put on the numbers?

What colors do you like?

I like orange.

Yes, orange is a fabulous choice.

I love to come here to the factory, Uncle Andy.
It's so interesting to see everything silver. You even
cover the walls with aluminum foil, don't you?

James:

Bridgette:

Andy:

Andy, what should we paint now?

I dunno.

Who do you think we should paint?
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Bridgette I guess someone famous.

Andy:

Good idea.

Who did you like when you were a girl?

Bridgette Oh, I looooved Elvis.

Hey, should we paint

Elvis?

Elvis is really famous.

Andy:

That's a fabulous idea.

Elvis:

[speaking like Elvis] Is someone talking about me?

Yes, I was really famous.

C.T.

Wow, Andy must have been really excited when he met

you.

Elvis:

C.T.

He never met me.

Did he paint these portraits of you?

Elvis: [Begins to dance like Elvis- and sings this
explanation to the tune of "Hound Dog"]

He ain't nothing but an artist.

[Sing like:

He ain't

nothing but a hound dog]

Making silk-screens all the time.
the time.]

He ain't nothing but an artist.
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[Sing like:

Lying all

Drawing with a line.
The print shop made a stencil.

Every single time.
It wasn't nothing but a silk-screen.

Made in the factory line.
He put down the canvas.

On the factory floor.
He used a stencil.
The paint he did pour.

He ain't ever like the others.

[Sing like: He ain't never

caught a rabbit]

Made unique art every time.

[Sing like: Ain't no friend

of mine. ]

He ain't nothing like the others.

[Sing like: He ain't

never caught a rabbit]

He'll be famous for all time.

[Sing like: Ain't no friend

of mine.

Thanks Elvis. Nice song, but you should stick to
singing about dogs. Those are what you call silk-screens.
First Andy did a drawing. He took the drawing to a
printing shop and they made a stencil on a fabric screen.
Then when he was here in the factory, Andy put a canvas on
the floor and then put the stencil on top of it. Andy could
then pour paint onto the stencil and create the same image
over and over. He had several assistants like me who
helped him. We worked 7 days a week. We produced lots of

Bruno:
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art for the people.
soup.

C.T.

We created art like a factory creates

Did someone call me?

Elvis:
[In an "Elvis voice" with "Elvis style of
speaking"]
Andy's style of creating art with a whole team

of assistants became his trademark. It was an art factory
creating art for everyone. People could buy art they
understood. Just like they bought soup they understood.

C.T.

Yes, I understand.

Think about it.
art world.

Elvis:

This wasn't anything new in the

That's true during the Renaissance—you'11 learn
about this when you study Michelangelo later in the year—
the painters had assistants. These assistants followed the
master painter's instructions and helped the masters create
the masterpieces.
Bruno:

C.T.

Taxi:

[To Taxi]

How much does Andy pay you?

He doesn't pay us anything.

Oh, I feel your pain.
I don't get paid anything,
either, and I spend ALL day just sitting on the grocery
store shelf. It's so boring.

C.T.:
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Oh no. It's never boring here at the factory. Andy
asks us for ideas. Andy lets us choose colors we like.
It's so much fun.

Taxi:

It's always so much
fun. We're always looking for new unusual things to paint
and unusual ways to paint.
Did you see the cows?
True Blue :

C.T.

Cows?

[Rides in on silver bike]

Now that's ridiculous.

Taxi:
Yeah, right.
girls laugh].

C.T.

Mick:

Listen to the "soupper" star.

[Both

Hey, who's that?

[With a British accent]

Good day, mates.

Oh, it's Mick Jagger from the Rolling Stones.
I just love his music.

Bridgette:

Mick:

Can I get a cuppa tea, mate?

Taxi:

Sorry, we're outta tea.

Andy:

We have coffee.
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Mick:

I can't get no tea?

True Blue :

Can I getta crumpet?

Sorry, we're outta crumpets.

Mick: I can't get no crumpets?

Andy:

We do

have bagels.

Mick:
I can't get no tea. I can't get no crumpets.
[Starts signing] No, no, no.
I can't get no . . . This
sounds like a song, mate. [Sings to himself]
I can't get

no .... I can't get no

....

Jeeze. I told him we have coffee and bagels.
guy's never satisfied.

Andy:

That

That's it.
[Sings]
I can't get no, satisfaction.
Though I try and I try. I can't get no. Satisfaction.
No, no, no.
Andy, you are a genius.

Mick:

Andy:

Well, you're pretty spectacular, too.

You're art ain't too bad neither.
design an album cover for me?

Mick:
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Would you like to

Andy:

Well, sure, Mick.

Take a. look at this.

What do you

think?

Mick:

Brilliant.

Andy:

Hey, Mick.

[They shake hands]

Can I paint your portrait?

In the 70's Andy began painting portraits. He
would take a Polaroid; that was an automatic picture.
It
didn't show any imperfections.
True Blue :

C.T. I don't have any imperfections.

Whatever that means.

It means things that aren't perfect. Like
everyone has something about them they don't like, like
they think their nose is too big or their mouth is too
small.

True Blue :

C.T.

Like I said, I don't have any imperfections.

True Blue :

Let's look at some of Andy's famous portraits.

Andy also made many "underground" films in the 70's.
They were only shown in a small theater in New York. They
were called alternative films.
Taxi:
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Andy's making a movie over there. He's filming
8 hours of the actor Viva sleeping. It should be
fascinating.

Bridgette:

Bruno:

Andy:

Bruno:

Andy:

Bruno:

Hey, Andy what kind of movie should we make next?

Gee, Bruno.

I dunno.

Whatta you like to do?

I like to dance.

Fabulous idea.

You should all dance.

Let's Dance.

[Everyone begins dancing. Actors call students from the
audience to join them dancing on stage.]

Photographer: [Person filming the sleeping movie star looks
up.] Hey, this is much more interesting than 8 hours of
sleeping.
This will be a great movie.
[Everyone
continues dancing, photographer films and announcer comes
back on stage.
Continue dancing until music fades]

And there you have it, Ladies and Gentlemen,
Boys and Girls. The story of Andy Warhol.

Announcer:
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"Norman Rockwell
American Illustrator and Painter"

1894 - 1978
6£l showed the America I knew and observed
to others who might not have noticed. 99
http: / /www. lucidcafe. com/library/96feb/rockwell . html

Students enter from the back of the cafeteria singing:

"Take me out to the ball game,
Take me out with the crowd.
Buy me some peanuts and Cracker Jack,
I don't care if I never get back,
Let me root, root, root for the home team,
If they don't win it's a shame.
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For it's one, two, three strikes, you're out,
At the old ball game."

l:Good afternoon. My name is Norman Rockwell and I was a
very famous painter. I was born in February 3, 1894, and I
painted until I died in November 8, 1978. There's a
portrait of me painting myself. Isn't that funny?

Do you remember the assemblies last year? Do you
remember what it's called when a painter paints a picture
of himself or herself?

2.

Chorus:

Self-portrait

2. That's right, a self-portrait

3. Here's a famous magazine cover I painted of baseball
players getting ready for a game. You all look very good
today. Stand up and let me take a closer look at you all.
Wow you're wearing great hats and uniforms.
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4. Tell me your favorite team or player.
students in the audience]
Chorus:

[Interview 4

Go [whatever team the student says]

5. Tell me your favorite team or player.
students in the audience]

[Interview 4

6. Have you seen covers like this or paintings like this
before? I bet you have. Not to brag or anything, but I
did become very famous in my day, and I'm even more famous
now. What's my name again?

Chorus:

Norman Rockwell

7. Do you know my story?
should I begin?

No?
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Well, let me see.

Where

11.

What's your favorite book?

14.

My favorite book is

11.

What's your favorite book?

15.

My favorite book is

11.

Do you like to draw?

16.

I love to draw

17.

Me too, I love to draw

18 Well, as I got older, I was always good at drawing, but
I was never good at sports. Let's take a look at this:
[point to
boys getting ready to play football] That's my
brother, Jarvis and he was a great athlete. That's me the
Let's see what happens.
[Jarvis is quarterback and Norman
drops the ball].

19.
"After I finished school, I moved to New Rochelle,
New York at age 21, and I shared a studio with the
cartoonist Clyde Forsythe, who worked for The Saturday
Evening Post, which was a very important newspaper at the
time.
Let's take,a look at what it was like for me back
then."
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8.
Why don't you begin at the beginning? Tell us about
when you were young. Did you always want to be an artist?
When did you begin drawing?

9.
When I was just a little boy, about 4 or 5, my father
would read to me.

9.
Hey, wait. Who put that image in? My parents didn't
read Harry Potter to me. But, have any of you read it?
Did you like it.?

Chorus:

We loved it.

Reading is fun!!!

10. Oh, where was I?
When I was just a little boy, about
4 or 5, my father would read to me. And do you know what I
would do? I would make pictures in my head and then I
would draw them.

11. Who here likes to have stories read to them?
see images or pictures in your head?

12.

Yes, I see pictures of

11.

What do you see pictures of?

13.

I see pictures of
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Do you

A. Clyde: Norman, I love your drawings. I bet my editor
would publish your drawings in The Saturday Evening Post.

B; Norman: Really? I don't know.
anything published before.

I've never had

A. Clyde: My editor will love your drawings. You paint
what you see around you with humor and truth. Your
drawings are really funny.
Don't you think they're funny?
Chorus:

[Laughs aloud]

Can I at least show your work to my editor? -

A.

Clyde:

B.

Norman:

How could it hurt?

Sure.

A.Clyde: Mr. Smith, can I show you my friend Norman
Rockwell's drawing?
C. Mr. Smith: I've very busy here Forsythe.
time for anything new.

A.Clyde:

C.

No time.

No

Just look.

Mr. Smith:

Hey.

This is amazing.

Who did this?

A. Clyde: Norman Rockwell.
C. Mr. Smith: Get him in here pronto.
drawings like this.
Chorus:
artist.

Hurray.

We need many more

Norman was soon to become a very famous

21. As you just saw, my friend Clyde Forsythe talked to the
editor of The Saturday Evening Post and on May 20,
1916,
the illustration I made, Boy with Baby Carriage, was
published
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22. I was so excited to actually have my drawing published
where?
Chorus:

Tn The Saturday Evening Post

23. Then, on June 3, 1916 my drawing
Strongman was published. Where?

Chorus:

Circus Barker and

In The Saturday Evening Post

24. On August 5, 1916, my illustration Gramps at the Plate
was published.
Chorus: Hey, 1916 was [count on fingers; look confused]
was 91 years ago.

24. Are there any teachers that can remember back then?
Hey Ms. Vazquez, you're that old, aren't you?
Chorus:

What was it like in 1916?

25.

Did they have TV?

25.

Did they have cars?

Chorus:

26.

Chorus:

A few people had cars that looked like this:

What did people wear?

Look at those hats.

Chorus:

Wow.

Chorus:

Look at that fire department.

26.

No

Did they have Internet?

Chorus:
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No

26.

Then how did they get information about the world?

Chorus:

They read newspapers like The Saturday Evening

Post

27.

Did they have x-box?

27.

What did kids do for fun?

Chorus:

Chorus: They played baseball.
the Charleston.

No

In the 1920's they danced

Chorus:

Ouch, you stepped on my foot.

Chorus:

What else did they do?

Chorus: They played baseball with their grandpas.

14. Let's take a closer look at my illustrations. The
important aspect that made my art different and popular was
that I showed real people doing real things.

6.
Who likes to fish?
Let's imagine you're fishing
[Pantomime and students imitate. Suddenly catch fish and
make loud noise.] Now let's take a look at one of my
paintings of fishing. What do you see in the painting?
Chorus:
I spy a fishing pole.
a boy with no shoes.

I spy a dog running.

1. What's the mood of feeling of this portrait?
the Grandpa feel?

I spy

How does

2. The grandpa is relaxed. He's leaning back and he's just
looking peacefully forward, probably at the lake.

3. How does the boy feel?
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4. He's excited because he probably sees the lake. He and
his dog are about to race Grandpa to the lake and they beat
Grandpa every time.
Chorus:

Hurray!!!

I beat you again, Grandpa!

3. Now let's look at a different mood.
Chorus:

5.

[makes snoring noise]

This is a peaceful, relaxed mood. It's probably a warm
spring day because they are surrounded by daisies. Even
the dog is relaxed, snuggled against the boy's leg.

6. Norman Rockwell also made illustrations dealing with
historical events. But no matter what he drew, he used
his own realistic style.
Take a look at these two images
of Rosie The Riveter from World War I.
Which One do you
think Rockwell drew?
Chorus: Rockwell drew #1.
It's more realistic and it's
funny.
I spy: Eye goggles, a drill, a sandwich.
Hey, I'm
hungry.

7. "During World War II, Rockwell was too old to enlist in
the army, so he created four paintings representing a
famous speech that President Roosevelt gave called The Four
Freedoms."
8. "The paintings were then sent around the country and 1.2
million Americans viewed the illustrations. 130 million
dollars were made for the war effort." Would you like to
hear an excerpt from the speech while you view the
paintings?
Chorus:

Yes, we'd love to hear it.
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1-5 "In the future days, which we seek to make secure, we
look forward to a world founded upon four essential human
freedoms."

6-10 "The first is freedom of speech and expression —
everywhere in the world."

Chorus: "Freedom of speech everywhere in the world."

1.
2.
3.
4.

I
I
I
I

spy
spy
spy
spy

a poor worker standing up at a town meeting
everyone listening to him.
the worker stating his opinion.
others listening respectfully to his opinion.

11-15 "The second is freedom of every person to worship in
their own way — everywhere in the world."

Chorus: "Freedom of worship everywhere in the world."

11. I spy people of different ages.

12. I spy people of different faiths.
13.

I spy people celebrating their freedom of religion.

16."The third is freedom from want, which, means people
will have food, shelter and clothing — everywhere in the
world. Freedom from want was important because during The
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Depression, many people in America were starving and
homeless.”

Chorus: Freedom from want everywhere in the world.

16. I spy a Thanksgiving dinner.
17.

I spy a giant turkey.

Chorus:

I'm still hungry.

18.

I spy a happy family celebrating their freedom.

19.

I spy cranberry sauce.

Chorus:

Now, I'm really hungry.

21-25 "The fourth is freedom from fear, which, translated
into world terms, means a world in which countries do not
have weapons and do not fear that they will be attacked by
other countries — anywhere in the world."

Chorus: "Freedom from fear anywhere in the world."

21.

I spy a mom and dad putting their children to bed.

22.

I spy a messy room with toys on the floor.

Chorus:

Is your room always clean?

22. I'm just pointing out the excellent details Rockwell
uses to make it look like a real room.
23. I spy a family that is safe in its own home and free
from fear.
Chorus: "Freedom from fear anywhere in the world."
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9. "The world order which we seek is the cooperation of
free countries, working together in a friendly, civilized
society."
Chorus: "The world order which we seek is the cooperation
of free countries, working together in a friendly,
civilized society."

10. "This nation has placed its destiny in the hands and
heads and hearts of its millions of free men and women, and
its faith in freedom."

11. "Freedom means the supremacy of human rights
everywhere. Our support goes to those who struggle to gain
those rights and keep them. Our strength is our unity of
purpose."
Chorus:

"Our strength is our unity of purpose."

Chorus:
"To that high concept there can be no end save
victory."
Everyone begins singing:

Chorus:

"This land is your land, this land is my land

From California, to the New York Island
From the redwood forest, to the Gulf Stream waters

This land was made for you and me

As I was walking a ribbon of highway

I saw above me an endless skyway
I saw below me a golden valley
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This land was made for you and me"

Chorus

2. Now, we're going to ask some of our fabulous audience
members who were so well-behaved to join us here on stage
to sing "This Land Is Your Land." The Lyrics are on the
screen.

Chorus:

"This land is your land, this land is my land

From California, to the New York Island

From the redwood forest, to the Gulf Stream waters
This land was made for you and me

As I was walking a ribbon of highway
I saw above me an endless skyway
I saw below me a golden valley

This land was made for you and me"

Chorus

"I've roamed and rambled and I've followed my footsteps

To the sparkling sands of her diamond deserts

And all around me a voice was sounding
This land was made for you and me"
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Chorus

Ms. Vazquez: These are some of Rockwell's most famous
covers. Do you like them?
Good. Do you think you could
make a newspaper cover illustration?
Good,. That will be
the project that you will make with your parent volunteers
later this month.
Look for your teachers to be excused.
(Ending 1920's music plays.
Everyone waves goodbye as
students leave.)
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APPENDIX B
YEAR TWO 2008-2009 PLAYS
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Playing with Klee*
* (Pronounced Clay)
"Art does not reproduce what we see.

It makes us see."

Scene I

(These six characters are the main characters in Scene I.
After Scene I, they will stay on stage at all times.
They
will move upstage when a new Scene begins and then they
will move downstage when they speak. They may wear
comfortable clothing that they can easily move around in.)
Always wants to be the
director; enters carrying 6 booklets. Hands chalk and
paper to Young Clay in Scene II.
A true Thespian.

William:

Dressed in black, always sure the plays will
never work; repeatedly talks about others being depressed.
Black cape, makeup crayon, and red ball of thread for Scene
III.

Jacqueline:

Thinks she's better than everyone else; hates
Rose for no reason.
Frederica:

Rose:

A tomboy (dressed like a guy). The smartest student

who always comes up with a solution.
Audrey:

Always mean to Bill

Loves Audrey but isn't very bright. Squishes clay
through his fingers.

Bill:

These six characters will be referred to as RIM Drama
Students when they need to speak as a group.

Ensemble Actors:

Wear all black and bring accessories to

"suggest costumes." Any accessories and/or props actors
can bring will be great. Dana will bring many accessories.
Ensemble actors may play several parts in the same Scene.
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The Ensemble Actors will play the following parts wearing
the suggested accessories and using the suggested props.
Scene XI The Clay1 family living room when Clay was a boy.
Young Clay: hat and vest, violin, paper and large chalk
Clay's Father:

hat and coat

Clay's Mother: long dress and shawl, plate, dishrag

Violin student's mother:

dress and apron, grey wig

Konrad: vest and hat

dress and apron, grey wig with curls,
glasses, fairytale book
Grandmother:

Actor Accompanying Grandma:

Dressed in black.

(Puppets modeled after paintings may be added to the end of
the Scene.)

Scene III

Maze of Lines.

Struggling Clay: untucked button-up artist shirt,

headphones, paintbrush, palette, easel, suitcase, hat and
jacket
dressed in various costume
Will stand as a maze and act like a line.

All Ensemble Actors:

accessories .

Scene IV Paris and the Theatre

top hat, jacket, different jacket and hat for
travelling, suitcase

Paris Clay:

Wife:

ball gown
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wrap-around ballet skirts; ideally two
girls and two guys will play ballerinas to make the
audience laugh

4 Ballet Dancers:

long skirts; ideally two girls and two
guys will play Can-Can dancers to make the audience laugh

4 Can-Can Dancers:

clowns can be dressed like traditional clowns
or just dressed silly, funny wigs, silly makeup. Masks
matching several paintings will be available. Enter on a
razor, skateboards , a small bicycle. One clown needs red
bandana to blow nose in Scene IX.
7

Clowns:

Kandinsky: painting smock, palette, paint brush, easel

no costume accessories (these are boring
judges); each has a different sign to hold up
5 Judges.-

Blue Rider:

Scene V

blue shirt, cowboy hat, broom to ride

First Kindergarten class in 1837.

Kindergarten Teacher:

dress, apron, book

Froebel Inventor of Kindergarten:

top hat, glasses, large

box representing a square
girls will wear ponytails or
headbands, boys will wear funny hats; kindergarten students
will play the scene on their knees; Pilates balls and big
boxes will represent shapes
5 Kindergarten Students:

Scene VI

Art History Lesson

Professor Know-it-all:

glasses, jacket, lecture notes and

clipboard
Rocker Clay: dressed like a "rock star"; blow-up guitar
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Bauhaus Clay:

smock, graduation hat , paintbrush, palette,

easel

old-fashioned dresses;
ideally to make the audience laugh, one guy will play a
volunteer mom. VI has purse filled with used tissues; one
tissue will have slime on it; V2 has purse containing
lipstick and a mirror

2 Mom Meet the Masters Volunteers :

Actors from Scene IV return with same

Can-Can Dancers:

costume
Clowns One and Two:

Actors from Scene IV

return with same

costumes
Lines: actors from Scene III return with same costumes

Paris Clay with suitcase: actor from Scene IV returns with

same costume and suitcase
5 art students:

Scene VII

carrying notebooks and pencils

Tree house.

(Ladder will be used to represent

the tree house.)
Actors from previous scenes wearing the same accessories
and using the same props return.
Bauhaus Clay

will hand Bauhaus Clay plastic, cardboard
and material to "paint" on.
5 Art students:

One Kindergarten Student

Scene VIII

Back to the beginning.

Rim Drama Students

Young Clay returns
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Quick Review on Fast Forward.

Scene IX.

All of the previous characters return. Everyone moves
quickly. Mother enters holding a doll to represent baby
Clay that she will throw over the ramp wall.

(A new character; she's the school
secretary) Skirt and blouse. Hair up in bun. Glasses.
Carrying a clipboard.

Miss Le Beau:

Scene I

Setting:

RIM Drama Room.

(Six drama students are practicing their monologues.)

(Overacting in a big way, and completely sure
she's doing it correctly) "0 Romeo, Romeo! Wherefore art
thou Romeo? Deny thy father and refuse thy name ..."

Frederica:

Clearly doesn't understand what
he is saying) "To be, or not to be: that is the question."
. . When's lunch is the real question. I'm starving.

Bill: (Completely confused.

(Confidently) "To be, or not to be: that is the
question. Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to suffer the
slings and arrows of outrageous fortune."

Audrey:

(In a gloomy, " we're-all-gonna-die" voice)
"All the world's a stage. And all the men and women merely
players: They have their exits and their entrances . . ."
Jacqueline:

Rose: "It is the east, and Juliette is the sun."
William:

(Enters downstage left) I can't believe it.

Frederica: ( Always acting; using a British accent)

just interrupted me!!

You

Whatever could be the matter?

William: Mr. Smith just gave me our next assignment.

booklets to each of them.)
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(Hands

(Running over to William from
opposite sides.) What is it?
(Pushing each other away.)
Let's see? Do I get to play Juliet?
Jacqueline and Audrey:

(Still using British accent) Of course the
best actor is cast as Juliette, which would be moi.
Frederica:

Okay.

William:

Here's the plan.

(Throwing self down on the stage very
dramatically) I never get to play the good parts.
(Lifting head up from stage) He didn't cast me as a tree
again, did he?

Jacqueline:

(Getting irritated.)

William:

Listen.

(Still using British accent)
a good tree.

Frederica:

William:

Stop!!!

But thou art such

(Stamping his feet and throwing a fit) Stop!!
Stop!!!I LISSSSSSSS-ENNNNNNNNNNNNNNN TO ME.

(Awkward pause:

They all look at him expectantly.)

William: There's no Juliette.

(Standing behind William and slowly repeating what he
says as a question.) There's no Juliette?

Bill:

Jacqueline:

(Confused)

What???

Yeah. Right.
(Walking away from Bill;
dismissively) How can we perform Romeo and Juliette without
Juliette?

Frederica:

William: We're not doing Romeo and Juliette.

(Stands behind William and slowly repeats what he
says as a question) We're not doing Romeo and Juliette?

Bill:

Audrey:

(Confused)

What???

No way.
(With back to William) How can I
perform Juliette without the play Romeo and Juliette?
Frederica:
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(exaggerating the pronunciation for
emphasis) Meet—the—Masters— play.

William: We're doing a

(Stands behind William and slowly repeats what he
says as a question.) We're doing a (exaggerating the
pronunciation for emphasis) Meet—the—Masters— play?
Bill:

(Confused)

Rose:

Meet the Who???

WHAT???
(Scowls at William and then turns her
back to William) Juliette doesn't meet anyone but Romeo.
Frederica:

We're going to be teaching elementary school kids
about an artist.
It says Paul Klee here, but Mr. Smith
said it's pronounced Pawl Clay.

William:

All:

(Walk around whispering and mouthing) Pawl Clay.

I don't like this. This doesn't feel right.
Is he a depressed artist? (Acting very dramatically) Was he
suffering from melancholy?

Jacqueline:

(Holding up clay and squishing it through his
fingers.) I love to play with clay. I love to squish it
between my fingers.

Bill:

Audrey:

That's disgusting.

No, he was a famous painter.
(Ad Parnassum)

William:

.

Look at this .

.

.

Are you sure he wasn't suffering from
depression? This painting looks like it was made by
someone who was depressed.

Jacqueline:

Oh, stop. Just because your name is Jacqueline,^
like Jacques, doesn't mean you have to find depression
everywhere.

Frederica:

Don't listen to her. No one else does. So we have
to perform for elementary school kids ?

Rose:
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But, look at that painting.
kinda depressed?

Jacqueline:

Doesn't it look

(Slide will change so only Jacqueline sees the mysterious
one; others see a boring slide of a building.)
(The
painting Heroic Strokes of the Bow will be displayed.)
(All turn and look at the screen then turn back
facing front and look at their own booklets.) NO.

All:

(Turning to look at screen again and then
turning back to face front.) Yes it does. Look.

Jacqueline:

(All turn and look then turn back facing front and
look at their own booklets.) No it doesn't.

All:

(Turning to look at screen again and then
turning back to face front.) Yes it does.

Jacqueline:

(All turn and look then turn back facing front and
look at their own booklets.) No it doesn't.

All:

Deep breaths. Deep
Okay, Here's what I was thinking. Sit down. Now
We have to teach the kids four things:

William: Focus, focus, focus, FOCUS.

breaths.
listen.

First, his name is pronounced Clay.
pronunciation; others struggle with it.)
William:

(Exaggerate

(Dana will interrupt and ask the audience to.say Clay.)

He focused on color and nature.
He used his imagination to create Abstract Art.

William: Second:

All:

Boring.

William: Okay.

Third:

Boring
Look at this.

Here's what I plan to

direct.

(Actors move upstage left.
center.)

William moves downstage
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(Clay living room.
Upstage left drama students
are sitting watching as William directs downstage center.
Mother is downstage left washing dishes, humming along, and
enjoying Clay's playing.
Young Clay enters pantomiming
playing his violin.)
Scene II

Clay was born in Switzerland on December 18,
1879. His father taught violin lessons, and Clay was a
very good violin player.

William:

I love to play the violin.
(Walks down the
aisle and back.
Father enters and stands on stage proudly
watching Clay.)

Young Clay:

Father:

I'm so proud of you, Son.

You're such a great

player.
Violin student's mother:

the room. Konrad rushes
we're late Mr. Clay.
Father:

No problem.

(Enters center left. Rushes into
behind her) Oh, I'm so sorry

Konrad, please begin tuning your

violin.
Konrad:

I'm sorry, Mr.' Clay.

Father:

Paul, can you please loan your violin to Konrad?

(Looking down embarrassed)
I forgot my violin.

(Stops playing, walks over and hands violin to
Konrad.) Sure, Papa.

Young Clay:

(Konrad holds the violin upside down and backwards. Very
confused. Exaggerate so the audience will laugh. Father
straightens it for him.)
Father:

Konrad, please be very careful with Paul's violin.

Oh, don't worry, Papa. I won't need it
I decided I'm going to be a painter.

Young Clay:

anymore.

(Mother screams, drops plate and begins to faint.
runs over and catches Mother.)
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Father

It's-okay, Dear. Whatever Paul wants to do, we
must support him. Art is Art, whether it's playing,
singing or painting.
Father:

I guess you're right darling.
(Spinning wildly
and singing loudly) The hills are alive with the sound of
music.
Mother:

William:

(Breaking into the scene)

No, no, what are you

doing?
(Breaks character and speaks as "actor-self. ") You
said Clay's mother was a singer.
I'm singing.

Mother:

William:

No, not like that.

Just exit, okay?

(Spinning wildly and singing loudly as she exits)
The hills are alive with the sound of music.

Mother:

William: Where's Grandma?

(Picks up chalk and paper and

hands them to Young Clay.)

(Coming down the ramp.) No, I hate this wig.
I
look so stupid.
(Actor accompanying Grandma whispers
something the audience can't hear) I don't care WHAT Andy
Warhol's mom wore last year. I can't even see out of these
glasses.
(Trips and bumps into William)
Grandma:

William:

There you are.

Nice wig.

(With arms crossed. Obviously doesn't want to do
the scene. Stands next to Young Clay who is holding a
piece of chalk and sheet of paper. Grandma rolls her eyes.
Pretends to read from fairytale book.) Once upon a time
there were three little pigs. The wolf ate them cuz they
were really dumb and made houses of straw and sticks. But
the wolf couldn't blow down bricks, duh. Yeah, nice
drawing.
Grandma:

(Throws arms around Grandma, giving her a big
hug.) Thanks, Grandma. I love you.

Young Clay:
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(Pushes Young Clay away.) Yeah, whatever.
(Storms off stage stamping up the ramp. Rips off wig;
throws it over ramp wall into the audience.) I'm so
dropping this class and transferring into marching band.

Grandma:

(Stands up and moves downstage.) What's up with
that grandmother thing?
Frederica:

Yeah, that was just weird.

Audrey:

Bill:

I love my granny.

She used to read me stories, too.

It says right here that his grandmother would
read him fairytales, and he would draw pictures of the
stories with chalk.

William:

Rose:

You don't have to put in every detail about Clay's

life.
Jacqueline:

Yeah, for once she's right.

You just have to make the play interesting.
(Puppets come out)

Frederica:

(points to the audience) can't
even remember the artist's name.
Jacqueline: Yeah, I bet they

That's not true.
(Each RIM student walks through
the audience asking who the artist's is. Actors holding
puppets ask the audience who the artist is.)
William:

(Remaining on the stage, squishing clay in his
hands.) I love to play with clay.
I love to squish it
through my hands.
( All the actors turn around to look at
him, and he hides his hands behind his back. )

Bill:

Rim Drama Students:

(Run back on stage and yell) NEW SCENE.
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(Maze of lines. Jacqueline directs and Ensemble
Actors follow her direction.)
Scene III

(Puts on cape and rushes back on stage.)
Okay, here's my version of Pawl Clay's story. It was a
dark and gloomy night.
Jacqueline:

( Rolls eyes.) Of course it was.
. . (Walks
back to upstage left saying lines to herself.) Oh Romeo,
Romeo . .
Frederica:

William:

Sure, let's hear you tell a better story.

Okay, first we need to have the right music
because Clay was a struggling artist and music influenced
him.
Jacqueline:

(Struggling Clay comes forward listening to an iPod.
Dances silly and crazy with eyes closed to make the
audience laugh.)
What are you doing? (Struggling Clay dances
with his back to her. After yelling at him several times,
she taps him on the shoulder and he jumps. She
exaggeratingly mouths and says) What—are—you —doing?
(Mimes taking out earphone.)

Jacqueline:

(Takes off one earphone.)
I'm Clay.
listening to music to get inspired to paint.

Struggling Clay:

Jacqueline:

I'm

They didn't have iPods during Clay's time.

(Laughing.) Duh.
isn't an iPod; it's a Walkman.Struggling Clay:

I know that.

This

They didn't have Walkman's either, and these
kids don't know what a Walkman is.
I don't even know what
a Walkman is. The year is 1910. They barely had
phonograph records. He was influenced by the live music he
heard at classical music concerts.
Jacqueline:
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Struggling Clay: Oh.

Jacqueline:

So GET RID of the iPod.

Struggling Clay: Walkman

Whatever. Now, come here. Okay. He needs
paint on his face (Puts paint on his face with makeup
crayon and messes up his hair ) and his hair needs to be
messed up. I mean he's REALLY struggling.
Jacqueline:

Struggling Clay:( Standing in front of an easel, holding a

paint brush and a palette)
I don't know how I will
discover color.
(Arms outstretched to emphasize the word
which will appear on the screen) the connection between
art and nature
(Arms outstretched to emphasize the word
which will appear on the screen) and most importantly
(Arms outstretched to emphasize the word which DOES NOT
appear on the screen; stay in a frozen position waiting for
Jacqueline to feed you the word.)
(Shuffling through papers looking for the
Wait a minute.
I know it's here.

Jacqueline:

word)

(Motions to Jacqueline to hurry and tell
him the word.
Whispers out of the side of his mouth)
What's the third thing?
Struggling Clay:

(Whispers out of the side of her mouth.)
It's right here.

Jacqueline:

a sec.

Just

(Walks up and reaching over her shoulder points
at the word on the paper.) It's right there: LINE.

William:

Jacqueline:

Yes, LINE.

(Falls over from frozen
position. Stands up, brushes off clothes from falling and
starts again dramatically)
1 don't know how I will
discover color.
(arms outstretched to emphasize the word
which will appear on the screen) the connection between
art and nature
(arms outstretched to emphasize the word
Struggling Clay: Finally.
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which will appear on the screen) and most importantly LINE
. (arms outstretched to emphasize the word which will appear
on the screen. Bows and encourages audience to give him
applause.)

(Become more dramatic and more emotional with
each sentence.) Yes, color, the connection between art and
nature and LINE. He struggled the most with line. He drew
many pictures, but the line just wasn't correct. He was
like Theseus.
Jacqueline:

You mean the Duke in Midsummer Night's Dream?
How was Clay like him?

William:

What? (Cover mouths
because something horrible has been said.)

Rim Students and Ensemble Actors:

AxLdrey. (Stepping forward) Are you crazy? Everyone knows
you never say Midsummer you-know-what in front of Mr.
Smith. He's so done with that play.

No, not the Theseus from Shakespeare. The
Greek myth Theseus; Theseus who had to get through the
maze.
Clay is caught in a maze of lines.
Jacqueline:

(Ensemble actors come forward chanting "line, line, line"
and stand shoulder-to-shoulder in two rows. Clay will walk
between the two rows as if he's walking through a maze.)

Clay is afraid he'll be lost in the maze
forever, but Ariadne gives him her red ball of thread to
lead him out. The thread is the LINE. (Tosses red ball of
string to Clay.)

Jacqueline:

(Walking through the maze.) I think I
have it.
I just need to keep drawing and painting. Yes,
here it is.
LINE.
Struggling Clay:

(Ensemble Actors grab the ball of string and walk down the
center of the cafeteria. Actors freeze and pivot to face
the stage, standing in a long line in the aisle of the
cafeteria.
Struggling Clay stands up on the stage.)
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Struggling Clay::

Line.

Vertical.

( Standing in a line in the cafeteria.
Drop string.
In unison, clap hands over head, freeze in
position, and yell) Line. Vertical.
Ensemble Actors:

Struggling Clay::

Line.

Horizontal.

(In unison, clap hands over head bring
arms down to shoulder height, freeze in position, and yell)
Line. Horizontal.

Ensemble Actors:

Struggling Clay::

Line.

Diagonal.

(In unison, clap hands over head, point
right arm out in front of body, point left arm out behind
body, lunge, freeze in position, and yell) Line.
Diagonal.

Ensemble Actors:

(Ensemble Actors turn and face the back of the cafeteria
and march out the back door chanting "line, line, line" and
clapping once each time they say "line," until every actor
has exited.
Then actors quietly return to the cafeteria
via the door above the stairs and quietly walk down the
ramp.)
William:

How does that help them understand Clay?

Okay, forget the Theseus story.
my imagination.
Jacqueline:

William:

Sorry I used

That's one of the Clay ideas.

Jacqueline:

What is?

Sorry?

(Say "a-ma-gin~a-tion" like SpongeBob. Put hands
together; lift them over head and make an imaginary rainbow
over head.) A-ma-gin-a-tion. Look. (Points to the screen)

William:

(Points to the screen) Did all of that just
come from his (Say "a-ma-gin-a-tion" like SpongeBob. Put
hands together; lift them over head and make an imaginary
Jacqueline:
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rainbow over head as you say "a-ma-gin-a-tion".)
a-tion?
RIM Drama Students: Yes, imagination!

Scene IV

a-ma-gin-

(Yell) NEW SCENE.

Paris and the Theatre.

Yes, he used his imagination, but he was
influenced by his surroundings. Let's watch my version of
Clay and his wife during their visit to France.

Frederica:

He went to the ballet.

Frederica:

(Classical ballet music will begin playing as four
ballerinas dance down the aisle of the cafeteria and out
the back door.
Then, quietly return to cafeteria via the
ramp. )
He went to the cabaret:

Frederica:

(The song "Can You Can Can" from Beethoven's Wig will play.
Dana will send the lyrics and the song soon.)

(Singing and kicking legs up.
Only
raise skirts a bit; remember this is a rated G show.)
Oh,
can you do the Can-Can? If you can, then I can.
I can
Can-Can.
If you Can-Can. Can you Can-Can?

Four Can-Can Dancers:

(Leads his wife to two chairs in the audience
on the right.) Come my dear, let's go to the theatre.

Paris Clay:

I'm so glad that we are here in Paris.
to the theatre.

Wife:

I love going

(Seven clowns will enter from different places in the
cafeteria. One on a razor, one on a skateboard.
One on a
little bike. Each will say his or her line, and then exit
into the audience crouching down to hide. )
Clown 1:

"All the world’s a stage,"
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Clown 2:

"And all the men and women merely players:"

Clown 3:

"They have their exits"

Clown 4:

"and their entrances;"

Clown 5:

"And one man"

Clown 6:

"Or woman"

Clown 5:

"in his time plays many parts,"

Clown 6: "or in her time plays many parts"
Clown 7:

"His acts being seven ages."

(All seven clowns carefully run around In the audience
causing a commotion while simultaneously counting off 1-7.
Then, still running around, simultaneously count in
Spanish: uno, dos, tres, cuatro, cinco, seis, siete.

Then, still running around, simultaneously counting in
French, uh, do, twah, cat, sank, sees, set [this is spelled
phonetically; if anyone speaks French, have that person
help with pronunciation. If this is too difficult, then
skip the French. ]

All seven run up on stage, make a pyramid, fall down, roll
away.)
(Jump up and simultaneously say) "The
player's acts being seven stages:"
(All clowns freeze in a
funny position.)

All seven clowns:

(Each clown steps forward, acts out his or her line, and
then freezes)

"At first the infant" (Starts crying and sticks
thumb in her mouth.)

Clown 1:
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"Second the whining school-boy"
(Crosses legs
like needing to go to the bathroom and whines) but I have
to go now.

Clown 2:

Clown 3: "Third the lover"

(Steps forward and blows kisses

to everyone)
Clown 4:

"Fourth the soldier" (Steps forward and salutes)

"Fifth the office worker" (Pantomiming typing) —
this is so boring.
Clown 5:

Sixth: Grandma.
(Hold up hands like reading a
book and says in a "grandma voice') Once upon a time .
Clown 6:

(Begin saying the line hunched over walking with
a cane and then slowly stand up and put thumb in mouth like
a baby.) Seventh: Back to the beginning, baby.

Clown 7:

(Each clown bows, jumps around, and exits in different
directions, saying his or her line below.)
Clown 1:

"All the world's a stage,"

Clown 2:

"And all the men and women merely players:"

Clown 3:

"They have their exits"

Clown 4:

"and their entrances;"

Clown 5:

"They have their exits"

Clown 6:

"and their entrances;"

Clown 7:

"They have their exits"

Paris Clay:
(Jumps up, applauding) That was marvelous.
must paint these fabulous clowns. Come, we must make a
quick exit.
(Crosses stage and wife exits.) I have an
appointment to meet an important painter, Wassily
Kandinsky , who will become my best friend and have a lot of
influence on me. (Puts on jacket and changes hat.)
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Kandinsky:
(Downstage left painting) Hello, friend.
Welcome to my studio.

Paris Clay (Looking at a Kandinsky painting on the screen

and pointing to it.)
I love this.
I'm trying to capture—
- line--- color------and the connection to nature---- in
my paintings, too. Will you exhibit this at The Salon?

I'm so tired of being judged.

Kandinsky:

(5 judges walk in, stand in a line facing the audience, say
what is written on sign, and hold up sign.)
Judge 1:

Too colorful.

Judge 2:

What is it?

Judge 3:

I don't understand.

Judge 4:

What in the world is that?

Judge 5: Just plain nuts.

(Makes crazy face, sticking out

tongue.)
(All judges turn and exit center left.)

See what I mean about The Salon judges?
(Sticks out tongue at Judge #5 who crosses in front of him
and sticks tongue out at Kandinsky in return.) We're going
to have our own exhibition and call it der blaue reiter—the
blue rider. Clay, are you listening? Clay, hello, are you
there?
Kandinsky:

(Looking at the Kandinsky painting on the
screen.) Wow, look at that color. I need to discover how
to use color.
(Exits down left as if hypnotized muttering)
I need to discover how to use color. I need to discover
how to use color.
Paris Clay:

Okay, you go work on color, but in the
meantime, I'm going to put together a showing called the
Blue Rider.
Kandinsky:

(Rides broom onto stage and yells) "The Blue
The Blue Rider was the name of the exhibition of

Blue Rider:

Rider.
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Abstract Artists who used their imagination in their
paintings.
The name came from Kandinsky's painting The
Blue Rider.
Clay's paintings were exhibited for the first
time in a Blue Rider exhibition."
(Yells) The Blue Rider
(Gallops down the aisle of the cafeteria.
Yells one last
time before exiting out the back door.) The Blue Rider.

(Enters carrying a suitcase)
I've just
returned from Tunisia (stage whispers to audience) that's
in North Africa. The French controlled Tunisia when Clay
went there. I mean when I went there.
(Stands up and gets
back into character.) I've just returned from Tunisia and
color has taken possession of me; no longer do I have to
chase after it.
(Speaking very dramatically.)
I know that
color has hold of me forever. Color and I are one. I am a
painter.
Paris Clay:

(Ensemble Actors come forward clapping, yelling "hurray"
and "bravo"; then exit. Paris Clay and Kandinsky exit.)

Okay, that wasn't bad.

William:

(Interrupts) NEW SCENE. NEW SCENE.
Let's start from the beginning.

Rose:

NEW SCENE.

(Kindergarten Class. 4 actors kneel on stage
holding up and looking at giant shapes. Kindergarten
Student #5 sits in the audience in the front row.)
Scene

V

Let's begin with Friedrich Froebel and his first
kindergarten in Germany in 1837. He let kids use their
imaginations to create things with shapes.

Rose:

(Kindergarten students kneeling on stage hold up shapes.)
(Wringing hands nervously; pacing
back and forth) How can I teach them anything? They're
too young. Look at them. They can't learn anything.
(Kindergarteners happily hold up shapes and smile.)
Kindergarten teacher:

"170 years ago people didn't believe that kids under
the age of seven could be taught anything."

Rose:

170

(With German accent) Come my dear. (Points out an
imaginary window) Look at that tree.
(Points to the
kindergartener next to him.) Look at this.

Froebel:

Kindergarten student #1:

(Holding up a large block.)

This

is a tree.
Rose: "Froebel believed that by using shapes and

emphasizing the connection between geometric shapes and the
natural shapes in nature, kids as young as five years old
could be taught."
(Holds up a giant ball)
(Sets down ball and picks nose.)

Kindergarten Student #2:

the sun.

This is

Rose:

Ooh, why do kids always have to pick their noses?

Bill:

(Walks up next to Rose, picking his hose) I don't

know.
(With German accent) Use your shapes to create
something you see when you go out into your garden.

Froebel:

Kindergarten Student #3 and #4:

box)

(Holding up a tube and a

This is a tree.

Uh, sorry, that so doesn't look AT ALL like a
tree. Where's Clay? How do you know all of this anyway?
I've never heard of kindergarten connected to Abstract Art.

William:

My mom's friend's sister's cousin's neighbor is an
art history professor and she told her to tell him to tell
her to tell him to tell me, so it's true. And I checked it
on Wikipedia.
(Points to book cover displayed on
screen.)0r, you can just read this book.

Rose:

So Clay went to a kindergarten that taught kids
by using shapes?

William:

Yep. A lot of Abstract Artists were the first
artists to attend kindergarten. And in kindergarten they
learned their shapes. Right guys?

Rose:
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(Kindergarten students on stage nod heads. )
Kindergarten student #1: My dog always poops under the same

tree every day.

It's so stinky in my backyard.

Kindergarten student #2: Oh, my dad just throws our dog's

poop over onto the neighbor's yard cuz our neighbor always
plays loud music at night.
(Standing above the students, shaking her head to
show that she doesn't understand what they are saying.)
What is this?
Rose:

Kindergarten student #1: Well, you said we're

kindergarteners.
Kindergarten student #2: We were just imagining what

kindergarteners talk about.
(Standing up and walking towards
the audience) Where's the kindergarteners?
(Walks down to
audience where kindergartener #5 is sitting and asks her)
Do you talk about doggie doo doo?

Kindergarten student #1:

Kindergarten student #5:

(Asks in disgust.)

Doggie doo

doo? No way.
Rose:

See?!

They're not babies!

We use shapes like squares and
circles as training for Geometry.

Kindergarten student #5:

What about (Say "a-ma-gin-ation" like SpongeBob. Put hands together; lift them over
your head and make an imaginary rainbow over your head as
you say "a-ma-gin-a-tion".) a-ma-gin-a-tion.? Don't any
of you have any a-ma-gin-a-tion.?

Kindergarten student #1:.

(Stands up and breaks out of
character) Dude, I took geometry. You definitely need
(Say "a-ma-gin-a-tion" like SpongeBob. Put hands together;
lift them over your head and make an imaginary rainbow

Kindergarten student #3:
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over your head as you say "a-ma-gin-a-tion".)
tion to pass that class.

a-ma-gin-a-

(Interrupts scene) Focus, focus, FOCUS. Do you see
the shapes in that painting?
(Points to the screen) And
that one? And that one?
(Starts humming and shaking.)

Rose:

(Kindergarteners 1-5 exit.)

I hate it when she gets all shaky like that.

Audrey:

Yeah, she looks like Mr. Krabs when he gets mad at
SpongeBob.

Bill:

Oh, I love SpongeBob.

Audrey:

Bill:

Me, too.

I think Sandy is hot.

Rose: What?

I thought we were being honest.
is the best policy.

Bill:

I thought honesty

Audrey: Not that honest.

Rose: Yuck.

You're in love with a chipmunk??!!??

No, she's a squirrrrreeeeel AND she has an
personality.
(Begins to walk away.) Whatever.
ever open up to you guys again. Chipmunk. Yeah,
(Walks off stage but returns after Volunteers run

Bill:

William:

Okay, so now we lost an actor.

RIM Drama Students:

NEW SCENE.
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awesome
See if I
right.
off.)

What's next?????

Scene VI

Art History Lesson

Let's get serious here. We need an art history
professor to really teach these kids about Clay and his
art. Where's Professor Know-it-all?

Audrey:

(Enters the stage and dismissively
points for drama students to get off of the stage. Clears
throat in an exaggerated manner. Begins lecturing in a bad
British accent, pacing across the stage and looking up
while lecturing.)" Many post industrial Abstract Artists
talked about a new relationship between art and nature.
It
was only Clay who actually tried to define this complex
relationship of juxtapositions. At a time of uncertainty
and loss of direction in art, Clay was a source of
confidence and admiration. " (Pauses. Looks at audience.
Addresses audience with hostility.) Are you taking notes?
Where was I??? (Pauses, trying to remember.) Ah, yes. In
fact, Clay was a teacher at the Bauhaus.
Professor Know-it-all:

(Rocker Clay slides in on knees holding a guitar.)
Professor Know-it-all:

What on earth are you?

Holding up rocker hands.
I'm Peter Murphy.

Rocker Clay:

Professor Know-it-all:

You said Bauhaus.

What?

I googled Bauhaus.
Peter Murphy was the
lead singer of the 80's band Bauhaus

Rocker Clay:

Not THAT Bauhaus. The 1930 German
school of design Bauhaus. The ORIGINAL Bauhaus.

Professor Know-it-all:

Come on. Let's get back to the play. We're
running out of time. (Rocker Clay walks off stage singing
Bella Lugosi's Dead.)

William:

(Walks downstairs to stand in the
audience.) As I was saying, "In fact, Clay was a teacher
at the Bauhaus."
(Points to image on the screen.) "The

Professor Know-it-all:
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Bauhaus was originally a design school in Germany where
Clay taught in the 1930s."
(Volunteer One and Volunteer Two walk down the ramp
conversing in very loud voices.)
Volunteer One: Oh, I knew we would be late.

notices.

I hope no one

What do we have to do here?

Just sit and watch the assembly.
I heard
these assemblies are kinda strange. I don't like strange
art, do you?

Volunteer Two:

Volunteer One: No, I really don't

You know what I like?
I love Edward Hopper's lighthouses. They are so peaceful.

(From the audience.)
Hey what
Did you bring your pencils to take notes?

Professor Know-it-all:

are you doing?

What? NO.
(Looks for pencil, pulls out a
lot of used tissues, drops purse when she discovers a used
tissue with slime on it. Holds up slime.) Oh, I hate it
when the kids put these used tissues back in my purse.
(Volunteer Two finds mirror and lipstick and focuses on
fixing her makeup.)

Volunteer One:

You are interrupting my lecture.
Do you know anything about Paul Clay?

Professor Know-it-all:

Volunteers One: Who?

Volunteer Two:

What?

(Asks nearest audience member, pointing to
Did you paint that?

Volunteer One:

screen)

Silence. So far you have missed
over half of the lecture. Clay was from Switzerland. He
visited Paris and was influenced by the theatre. He
painted actors, dancers, and clowns.
Professor Know-it-all:
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(Dance through cafeteria singing): "All the
girls in Paris France love to do the Can-Can Dance" (exit
through door in the back of the auditorium).

Can-Can Girls:

(Run in and chant together) "All the
world's a stage; all the men and women merely players"
(exit through door in the back of the auditorium).
Clowns One and Two:

Clay focused on line in his
drawing (Actors run through cafeteria chanting line, line,
line" and run out the back door.) Clay discovered color in
Tunisia.
Professor Know-it-all:

I've just returned from Tunisia
and color has taken possession of me; no longer do I have
to chase after it.
I know that color has hold of me
forever. Color and I are one. I am a painter.
(Solicit
applause from audience. All actors step forward and
applaud. )
Paris Clay with suitcase:

He taught at the Bauhaus (Rocker
Clay slides in again) Not THAT Bauhaus. (Teacher Clay
wearing a top hat walks onto the stage followed by art
students) This Bauhaus.

Professor Know-it-all:

(Wearing a graduation hat)
"The painter
should not paint what he sees, but what will be seen."

Bauhaus Clay:

(Following behind Clay, taking notes, and
nodding heads vigorously) Ah. Yes. Brilliant.
5 Art Students:

And now you are on MY stage, so if
(Volunteer One interrupts him.)

Professor Know-it-all:

you would kindly.

What?
(Looks around; realizes she is on
stage, screams and runs off to stand near the stage. Stage
whispers to Volunteer Two) Mrs. Brown, Mrs. Brown.

Volunteer One:

(Looking in her makeup mirror.) Do you think
this lipstick makes me look fat?

Volunteer Two:
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(Stage-whispers to Volunteer Two a bit
louder) Mrs. Brown, Mrs. Brown, (Yells) MRS. BROWN.
(Stage whispers, pointing to the audience.)
You're on
stage.

Volunteer One:

(Looking up from mirror; frozen smile on
her face.
After an awkward moment of panic, she screams
and runs off stage, linking arms with Volunteer One and
they both run up the ramp screaming.
Wait a beat outside
of the door, and then scream again.)

Volunteer Two:

(Throws up arms in exasperation.)
I cannot work under these conditions.
(Yells.) NEW SCENE

Professor Know-it-all:

Scene VII Tree House

(Ladder is moved downstage.)

(All five drama students move

Now what do we do?
downstage. )

William:

(Looking at notes)
Let's see.

Jacqueline:

missing?
Bill:

A tree.

Jacqueline:

Bill:

Let's see what are we

Let's see.

A tree

Jacqueline:

Stop saying that.

I can put it all together, but it has to be in a
tree house.
Go up. I'll come up in a minute.
(Rose,
Audrey, and Celia climb ladder.)

Bill:

Let's begin with kids in a tree. Yes, kids in a
tree. How many do you see? I see three. Three kids in a
tree. Kids in a tree; now how can that be?
(Crosses
downstage, picks up stuffed bird, fish and arrows.)

Bill:

Rose:

Okay Dr. Seuss,

let's focus here.
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What are you gonna do with that bird?
exactly does this relate to Clay?
Jacqueline:

How

Yeah, and what's with the arrows and the fish?

Celia:

I get it.

Audrey: Wait.

It's all about imagination,

right?
Yes.
Bauhaus . .

Watch this.

Bill:

When Clay was teaching in the

.

(Rocker Clay runs out and slides on knees)
All six:

(Yell ) NOT THAT BAUHAUS.

When Clay was teaching in the Bauhaus School of
Design, he experimented a lot.

Bill:

"I want to reveal the reality that is behind
visible things. This painting is missing something.
(Holds up painting and cuts painting in half) That's
better. Now little bird you have two halves."

Bauhaus Clay:

Art Student 1:

But how do you make it seem as if your

paintings move?
Bauhaus Clay:

Yes, an arrow will work well here.

(Move out into audience, shake and move
arms around.) Movement

Ensemble Players:

"A line is a dot going for a walk.
to add more fish and birds to my paintings. "

Bauhaus Clay:

I need

(Swim around and say fish or flap wings
and say birds through audience a few times and then
freeze.)

Ensemble Players:

"A concept is not thinkable without its
opposite. The concept stands apart from its opposite. No
concept is effective without its opposite."
(Freezes.)

Bauhaus Clay:

Bill:

Let's look at Clay's tree house.
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(Stare up at screen and move head as if
following the progression in the painting.) Wow, that's
imagination.
It feels like it's moving, doesn't it? How
did Clay do that?

Ensemble Players:

Students. You must consider all
possibilities. Yes, let me try this material. Ah, silk.
I love to paint on silk.
I love texture.
(Rubbing silk
against his face.)

Bauhaus Clay:

5 Art students:

Ah, texture.

(Each Art Student hands Clay one of the
objects right before he mentions it.)
Yes, let me paint
on this glass.
(Holding up objects, raising voice, getting
louder and more excited with each sentence. Ending in
almost a yell.) What about this cardboard? Let me try
some oil paints and mix in a little watercolor. A crayon?
(Hold it up considering it.)
Sure, why not.

Bauhaus Clay:

You're mixing oil paints and watercolors
and even crayons?? (Pantomime taking notes on what he has
done.) Ah yes, mixed media.

Art student 3:

Art Student 1:

He's a genius.

Look at that

Art Student 2:

He actually painted on silk.

Art Student 3:

No one else mixes media like he does.

Now I understand why the Saloon judges
don't like his work.

Art Student 4:

"He actually mixed oil paints, water
colors, and even crayons."

Art Student 5:

Kindergarten Student #1:

(Picking nose again.)

crayons.
5 Art Students:

(Yell.)

NEW SCENE.
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I use

Back to the beginning.

Scene VIII

Bill:

Look at this painting.

Audrey: It makes me think of karate.

Rose: Did I tell you I'm a yellow belt.
Jacqueline:

There's no such thing.

Maybe it's just
know about.

Rose:

Hello.

Celia:

Bill:

a new belt that you didn't even

That says bow (Rhymes with row) .

What do you think of with bow.

RIM Drama Students: Think. Think.

RIM Drama Students:

Use your imagination.

(Hum to the tune of row, row, row your

boa t.) .'
Hmm, Hmm.

. . Hmm-Hmm-Hmm

RIM Drama Students:

(Sing to the tune of row, row, row your

boa t.):
Bow, Bow, Bow your boat.
berrily, berrily.
Jacqueline:

Bently bown the beem.

Berrily,

(Cuts them off and says sarcastically) Bery

funny.
Rose:

I got it.

It's a rainBOW.

He loved nature.

It's black.

Bill: No.

(Young Clay comes on stage miming violin like in first
act) .
William:

Oh, no.

We're back where we started.

We're never going to be able to teach the
elementary school kids about Paul Clay's paintings, his use

Jacqueline:
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of color, imagination, the connection between Art and
Nature and LINE.

Yes, we are. Let's just start over.
them (Points to the audience).

Rose:

RIM Drama Students:

We're confusing

(Ask various audience members') Are you

confused?

(Asks the audience) Does anyone even know who
the artist is?
Jacqueline:

Okay. Let's begin at the beginning:
running out of time.

William:

We're

Mr. Smith is going to be so mad. How can we
get all of this information into the story? (Holds up
booklet.)
Jacqueline:

William:

Okay, let's do this fast.

RIM Drama Students:

(Yell) QUICK REVIEW ON FAST FORWARD.
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Scene IX

Quick Review on Fast Forward.

(William is trying to control this madness. Actors are
running into the scene, saying their lines fast, and
exiting quickly to become another character.)
William:

Clay was born on December 18,1879.

(Parents run forward, mother holding a baby doll and then
throws it over the wall.)
William:

He grew up playing the violin and then switched

to art.
(Clay with violin runs forward; pretends to throw violin)
RIM Drama Students:

DON'T THROW THE VIOLIN.

(Holding wig in hand and then throwing it.)
hate this wig, but I love your drawings.
Grandma:

Jacqueline:

He's in a maze.

I

He discovers LINE.

(Actors run down aisle clapping and moving arms yelling,
vertical line, horizontal line, diagonal line.)

He went to Paris and painted the dancers.

Audrey:

(Dancing and singing down the aisle) "All
the girls in Paris France love to do the Can-Can dance. "

Can-Can Girls:

Rose:

He went to Paris and painted the clowns.

(Run in, yell as they run down the aisle) "Uno,
dos, all the world's a stage. All the men and women
"clowns.
(Begin singing) "Where are the clowns? Send in
the clowns."
(Last clown out the door sings in a loud
dramatic, overly emotional voice and begins crying.) Where
are the clowns? (Big nose blow) I just love that song.
7 Clowns:

He and other artists went to the first
kindergartens.

Rose:
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No time for kindergarten. Skip Bauhaus.
Clay runs in turns around quickly runs out.)

William:

(Guitar

(Running around crazily on stage, in the
audience and in the aisle acting like birds and fish and
wiggling around.) Movement. Fish. Birds. Mixed media.
Imagination Imagination. Imagination. Imagination.
Imagination.
(All fall down exhausted. Kick legs up in the
air)

Ensemble Actors:

I think we have 10 more minutes until we have to
rehearse for our real play. As You Like It. Let's run
through this Clay stuff just one more time but really fast
this time. Okay? Come on. Let's do it!

William:

Ensemble Actors:

(Groan loudly.)

Not again.

Wait. I think they learned a lot. Did you all learn
a lot? Let's have a big round of applause for RIM Drama.
(Dana calls everyone forward for a curtain call.)

Dana:

(Steps in front of line of actors who are
bowing) Excuse me.
I'm sorry but this all must stop. Stop
now. This assembly was cancelled two months ago. Didn't
Dr. Byerly tell Mr. Smith? Due to budget cuts, we lost all
of our funding for the arts.

Miss Le Beau:

All actors stop bowing:

What?

Didn't you get the email?
You and your
friends are going to have to walk back to RIM High School.
Forget about telling them (points to the audience) about
whoever. What was the artist's name again?

Miss Le Beau:

All Actors:

Pawl Clay.

Whatever.
(Pointing to audience
dismissively) They don't even pay attention to these
assemblies anyway. This is a waste of their time and
yours. The elementary students never learn anything from
these assemblies.
(Ensemble Actors begin walking up the
ramp to leave.)

Miss Le Beau:
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William:

(Addressing the audience.) Hey.

Let's prove her

wrong.
Frederica:

(Addressing the audience.) You listened, didn't

you?
Audrey:

(Addressing the audience.)

Let me call my friends

back.

(Addressing the audience.)
If we ask you
questions, do you think you'll be able to answer them?

Jacqueline:

I' m sure they can answer the questions.
Hey, come on back, everyone.

Bill:

Let's try.

(Ensemble Actors come back down ramp onto stage.)

Sure, but just to make sure you didn't pad
the audience with your own people, your so-called "actors,"
I'm gonna be the one to call on students.
(Chooses an
audience member. Asks him or her to stand up. ) Hey,
you're not in high school are you? Prove it. Sing the
Grandview song for me.

Miss Le Beau:

(Reads #1 from list of questions. Questions will
be added later. )

William:

(Asks the next student) Are you in high
Prove it. Tell me what Mrs. Hopper's middle name

Miss Le Beau:

school?
is.

Hey, let's not harass the students.
ask the questions.

Frederica:

Let's just

I think we've proven that the audience isn't padded.
Thank you Miss Le Beau. Another round of applause for RIM
drama and then a few more questions to prove that you did
learn from their fantastic performance. And if you all
learned something, then maybe we won't make them walk back
to RIM.

Dana:

(Various actors will be assigned questions to read from the
question sheet on the day of the performance.)
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Wake Up and Ride the Faith Ringgold Bus

LIST OF CHARACTERS:
NARRATOR

TRUANT OFFICER

PLAYGROUND FAITH

SUZIE

MIRANDA

TEACHER

SAMANTHA

LYDIA

CASSIDY

JULIE

SALLY

CHILD FAITH

BUS DRIVER

CARMEN

BOBBY

ADULT FAITH

JOHNNY

OLIVIA

MOLLY

CHRIS

MARY

FAITH'S MOTHER

HELEN

MELINDA

BUS RIDERS

KIM

PATRICIA

FRIENDS OF CHILD FAITH

SCENE I:
(On stage in a theater. Students are sleeping on stage in

their pajamas beneath guilts.)

NARRATOR: (Suddenly waking up.) Oh no. Where am I? Is it
morning already? Did school already start? Oh, I look
awful.
(Wipes cream off of face. Looks around behind
her.) Sh. Don't wake the MPH students. (Students sit up
and wave; then, they quickly lie back down when Narrator
turns around to look at them.) They were up all night
rehearsing the Faith Ringgold Play.
(Students sit up and
wave; then, they quickly lie back down when Narrator turns
around to look at them.)
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TRUANT OFFICER: Hey, what are all these kids doing
sleeping? (Blows whistle and. kids slowly stretch and wake
up.
They never acknowledge that they are on stage.) Wake
up. You should all be in school.
SUZIE:

(Sleepily) What? What time is it?

TRUANT OFFICER: It's time for school or time for jail.

ALL: Jail??!!!???

TRUANT OFFICER: Which do you choose?
ALL: School!!!!!!
MIRANDA: Quick let's get dressed and run to Grandview.
We're late for the Faith Ringgold play.

SAMANTHA: But we need to change.

SUZIE: No time to change. Just run. (All yell, grab
quilts and run off stage. One actor leaves quilt behind,
suddenly realizes this and then runs back to pick it up.)

SCENE II

(Elementary school auditorium and playground.)

NARRATOR: Ladies and gentlemen, boys and girls, and of
course, teachers, are you ready for the MPH Drama students
performance of Wake Up and Ride the Faith Ringgold Bus? I
can't hear you. Let's give them a big cheer. Hip, hip,
hooray.
Once more hip, hip, hooray. Here they come.
Give a big applause for Mr. Moss's MPH Drama class.
ALL:
(Sing) "If You're Happy and You Know It."
pick your nose.
NARRATOR:

That's a terrible way to end.
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End with

SAMANTHA:

I have an idea.

Let's get Grandview to help us.

NARRATOR: Can you all sing with us? Okay, try this line.
If you're happy and you know it, sing Grandview.
(Narrator
will practice once with audience then everyone will sing
along.)
NARRATOR: Thank you, Grandview.
ending.
LYDIA:

That's a much better

Now, let's go play.

(Kids step forward and say: I love to play soccer and then
turn around and continue playing.)

NARRATOR: Wow.

Look at them playing.

PLAYGROUND FAITH: Freeze. I'm going to paint this in a
memory quilt. I love to paint children playing.
(Holds a
palette and pantomimes painting each student) Unfreeze.
CARMEN: Hey, what was that?

SALLY: What?

CARMEN: Didn't it feel like something strange just
happened?
JULIE: No.
CARMEN: Hey, didn't it feel like something weird just
happened?

BOBBY: Nope.
TEACHER: Okay, children. Hurry. Get your backpacks and
then get on the bus to go home.
(All exit down left as bus
driver enters to stand down center.
Cassidy enters down
left and gets on bus first; others follow her. )
CASSIDY: Hi.

You're not our normal bus driver.

BUS DRIVER: No, I'm not normal. Today's a special day.
We're gonna take a special route home today.
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BUS RIDERS: (Sing and travel in a circle as if riding on a
bus) "The Wheels on the Bus."
JOHNNY/ GEORGE

BOBBY/JESSIE:

Wait for me.

SCENE III
(Faith's childhood apartment in Harlem in the 1960's.)

(All get off of bus upstage right. Cross down left
following Cassidy to form a line with Cassidy down right.
All look around scared.)

SALLY:

Where are we?

BUS DRIVER: We're in Harlem.
BUS RIDERS: What?

JULIE: We can't be in Harlem.
New York.

That's on the east coast in

BOBBY: I didn't even fill out a permission slip for this
field trip.
BUS DRIVER: Don't worry.
normal time.

SALLY:

SUZIE:

You'll all be home at your

Why are you kidnapping us?
(Crying hysterically) I wanna go home.

BUS DRIVER: I'm not kidnapping you.
me solve the mystery.

JOHNNY: Awesome.

I need a team to help

We were on a mystery bus.

CASSIDY: It's like the mystery machine.

JULIE: This is like Scooby Doo.

SUZIE: I get to be Daphne.
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BUS DRIVER: Someone has stolen the most recent Faith
Ringgold quilt. Here's the only clue we have (Hands piece
of quilt to Suzie who steps forward to receive it and then
pastes it on the board upstage left.)
MIRANDA: Then how will we find it?

BUS DRIVER: We'll just follow the clues in her other
quilts.
SAMANTHA: Hey, look over there (Points up right and all
turn to look at screen).
ALL: What's that?

SAMANTHA: It looks like a giant quilt.
BUS DRIVER: It's Faith Ringgold's painted quilt Echoes of
Harlem

BUS RIDERS: Echoes of Harlem
FRIENDS OF CHILD FAITH:

(From the wings) Echoes of Harlem

BUS DRIVER: She painted the faces of people she saw in her
neighborhood.
BUS RIDERS: She painted the faces of people she saw in her
neighborhood.

FRIENDS OF CHILD FAITH: (From the wings) : She painted the
faces of people she saw in her neighborhood.
SUZIE: Okay.

Enough echoes.

We got the point.

MIRANDA: Let's go to Faith's apartment. (Turn up right and
move to left while Child Faith enters from left and crosses
down center. All kneel except Child Faith).
CHILD FAITH: Good morning.
you?

I'm Faith Ringgold.

Who are

BUS RIDERS: We're students from MPH, and we want to learn
about you and your art.
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CHILD FAITH: My art?

I'm just a kid.

JOHNNY: What do you like to do?

CHILD FAITH: I'll invite my friends in and they'll show
you. Friends, where are you.

(Friends enter left center and cross through middle of bus
riders to stand down center: throwing football, bouncing
ball, jumping rope. )

SAMANTHA: What are you doing?

CHILD FAITH: I'm painting these images into my memory.
I'11 use these fun memoires in my memory quilt when I grow
up and become a painter. Here's a piece of it. (Hands
piece of quilt to Suzie who steps forward to receive it.)
SUZIE: Wow. This looks like a clue.
(Shows piece of quilt
to others and then moves upstage left to paste it next to
the other piece.)

JULIE: Let's explore.
ALL: Yeah (All turn and look around amazed).
CHILD FAITH: Hey, let's go onto Tar Beach.

JOHNNY: Where?
CHILD FAITH: Tar Beach. It's up on the roof of my
apartment. Come on.
I'll show you. Up. Up. Higher.
Higher. Up Up. (All hold hands and weave around. No one
will take the boys' hands so they shrug and follow along
behind. End down center pretending to climb up.)

CARMEN: Wow. Look at this view. (Everyone moves to the
apron of the stage and looks down at the view.)

CHILD FAITH: Come over here and sit down. Look up at the
sky. We're up so high; it feels like you can touch the
sky. (All reach up and stretch to touch the sky.)

BOBBY: Why do you call this Tar Beach?
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CHILD FAITH: Well, look, we're sitting on the apartment
building roof and it's made of tar.
ALL:

(Look down and agree) Yeah.

CHILD FAITH: While other kids can afford to go to the real
beach, my friends and I can't afford to, so we come up here
and pretend we're at a beach.

SUZIE: Faith Ringgold painted a quilt titled Tar Beach.
SAMANTHA: When you grow up, you'll paint a quilt titled Tar
Beach.
CARMEN: She also wrote a children's book titled Tar Beach.

MOLLY: You'll also write a children's book titled Tar
Beach.
CHILD FAITH: Wow.

ALL:

I can't wait to grow up.

Us too.

CHILD FAITH: Hey, it's getting late.
look at the stars.

Let's lie down and

ALL: (Sing) "Star light, star bright."
(Four people will
recite: I wish .... and state a previously chosen wish,
such as: I wish I were a princess. I wish I had a castle.)
ALL: I wish I could fly. I wish I could fly.
(Stand up
one at a time and fly over the stage and audience. Suzie,
Samantha, Julie, Child Faith, Bobby and Johnny fly down the
aisle of the audience, turn and fly back up on stage.
Others fly in a circle on stage.)
SCENE IV
(Brooklyn Bridge.)

MIRANDA: Hey look.

There's the Brooklyn Bridge down there.

CHILD FAITH: Let's go dance on it.
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ALL: (Sing "London Bridge is Falling Down".
circles and sing. Everyone falls down.)
ALL:

I'm tired.

Skip around in

(All fall down.)

ADULT FAITH: (Walking by carrying a large painting.)
You're tired? Try walking up and down the streets of New
York carrying a large framed canvas.

HELEN: Who are you?
ADULT FAITH: I'm Faith Ringgold and I spend my days
walking around New York City carrying my paintings to try
to sell my paints.
SUZIE: Wow. They must be heavy.
prepare to find clue #3)

(Moves downstage left to

ADULT FAITH: They sure are. I wish I could just make
frames out of material. Hey, I have an idea. (Bus driver
gets hat and moves down center.)
MOLLY: What?
#3)

(Understudy sets Suzie clue

ADULT FAITH: I just need to get back to my mom's house
really quickly.

JULIE: Hop on our bus. (Gets on bus and Adult Faith sits
next to her in front seat.)
OLIVIA: (Speaks as getting on bus.) Yeah.
It can get you
anywhere fast.
(Everyone gets on the bus except Suzie and
Bobby who are down left.)

SUZIE:
(Down left) Look at this (picks up piece of quilt
lying on the ground) .
BOBBY:

It's another clue.

SUZIE: Yes, it is. (Runs up left and pastes square below
square one.
Rosa Parks exits to enter when bus comes down
ramp.)
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BUS DRIVER AND RIDERS: (Sing Wheels on bus quickly and
loudly running down aisle, out door and return to stage.
Helen, Lydia and Mother exit on ramp to prepare to bring
quilted frame onstage. Rosa Parks enters and stands
downstage center.)

NARRATOR: Hey, that's Rosa Parks. Oh, no.
I hope they're
not to the verse where the driver on the bus says, "Get on
back."

(All sing, "The driver on the bus says get on back and Rosa
Parks says" Bus stops in front of Rosa.)

ROSA PARKS:

ALL:

NO WAY (Bus immediately stops.

All cheer.)

(Sing) And Rosa Parks changed history.

FAITH:
Hi, Rosa, because of you,we can sit anywhere we
want.
Come sit here next to me. (Rosa Parks enters bus and
sits in front seat.)
ALL:
(Turn upstage right make a circle singing) People of
every
color can sit where they like . . . because Rosa
Parks changed history.
(As bus moves downstage left,
Harlem Ren guests exit left to change costumes.)
FAITH:
SCENE V

We're here.

(Bus riders sit.)

(Adult Faith's mother's home.)

(Mother, Helen and Lydia enter from left cross down below
carrying quilted frame.)

stage to right

ADULT FAITH: Mom, I'm home
MOTHER: Here's a quilted frame made of material.

JULIE: (Aside) Hey, we could use that frame for the quilt
that was stolen.
(Julie and Helen carry frame upstage left
and place it around the pieces of the quilt.)
LYDIA:
(To Faith) Now you can just roll up your paintings
and carry them anywhere.
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FAITH: Wow. What a great idea.
I'm going to start
painting on material to create story quilts instead of
traditional paintings.
MOTHER: Let's look closely at this story quilt called
Harlem Renaissance.
(All look upright with pretend glasses
held in front of their faces) .

ALL:

Put on your artist glasses.

FAITH AND MOTHER: Look really closely.
(Everyone twirls
twice saying, "Hey, where are we going?" Then stop and
around confused. )
SCENE VX

MOLLY:

(Harlem Renaissance 1920's)

Where are we?

JULIE: Now it's the 1920's. The Harlem Renaissance.
CARMEN: Renaissance means re-birth.
KIM: During the Harlem Renaissance, African American
artists, writers, and musicians gathered in Harlem to
celebrate their own culture.

OLIVIA: Let's look at Faith Ringgold's story quilt. Put
on your artist glasses. (All look upstage right holding
artist glasses.)

ROSA PARKS: Look at all the famous Harlem Renaissance
writers she has in the quilt.
(Harlem Renaissance enter and stay down left.
down right.)
JOHNNY:

Others move

I see Langston Hughes.

ROSA PARKS: Hey, what are they doing? (Point down left.)
ALL: Let's listen.

(Various actors will recite the following poems.)
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"Dreams"
By Langston Hughes

"I, Too, Sing America"
By Langston Hughes

Hold fast to dreams
For if dreams die
Life is a broken-winged bird
That cannot fly.
Hold fast to dreams
For when dreams go
Life is a barren field
Frozen with snow.

I, too, sing America.
I am the darker brother.
They send me to eat in the
kitchen
When company comes,
But I laugh,
And eat well,
And grow strong.

April Rain Song
By Langston Hughes

Let the rain kiss you
Let the rain beat upon your
head with silver liquid drops
Let the rain sing you a
lullaby
The rain makes still pools on
the sidewalk
The rain makes running pools
in the gutter
The rain plays a little sleep
song on our roof at night
And I love the rain.

Tomorrow,
I’ll be at the table
When company comes.
Nobody'll dare
Say to me,
"Eat in the kitchen,"
Then.

Besides,
They'll see how beautiful I
am
And be ashamed—
I, too, am America.

ROSA PARKS: Is that all they did during the Harlem
Renaissance, listen to poetry?
ALL: Boring.

FRIENDS: No, they also danced.

(Dance. Charleston.
Twirl in circles.
faint. Throw hats and shawls to back.)
SCENE VII

Dance so much they

(Paris, the Louver.)

SUZIE: (Sits up, looks around, and stands up)
are we?
(All stand up and look around.)-
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Hey, where

SAMANTHA: We danced ourselves all the way to France.

ALL: We're in France?
OLIVIA: One of the most famous museums in the world is in
France.

That's where we are.

PATRICIA:
Louver.

Look around.

We're at the

CARMEN: Look at this Dancing at the Louver story quilt.

Put on your artist glasses and you'll see the Mona

LYDIA:
Lisa.
ALL:

(Look upstage right and point.) There she is.

OLIVIA: Hey, look.

Sun, sun, sun
Sun, sun, sun,
BUS RIDERS:

FRIENDS:

There's Van Gough.

aaaahhhhhhh

Here come the sunflowers.

It's been a long cold lonely winter.

Here comes the sun, here comes the sun,
and I say it’s all right
Little darling, it’s been a long cold lonely winter
Little darling, it feels like years since it’s been here
Here comes the sun, here comes the sun
and I say it’s all right.

SUZIE: Hey, here's another piece of the missing quilt.
(Final piece of quilt is placed and the quilt shows various
pictures of the events from the play.)

MARY:
ALL:

Look it's a memory quilt of the events from today.
I'm going to remember this day forever.
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MIRANDA: These Grandview students all get to make a memory
quilt like this one for their Faith Ringgold project.
ALL: They're so lucky.

CASSIDY: What was your favorite part of today?
JOHNNY: I loved flying above the Brooklyn Bridge.
ALL: Me, too.

BOBBY: Let's sing Faith Ringgold's song about flying.
BUS DRIVER: Faith Ringgold wrote a song about flying?

CASSIDY: Yes, she's a famous painter, author and song
writer.
BUS RIDERS: Let's sing it.

FRIENDS; Yeah.
(Song sung to the tune of

"I've Been Workin' on the

Railroad. ")

"There's a place way up high where anyone can fly
There's no limit to where you can go

Or how strong your wings can grow
All you have to know

Anyone can fly

If one can, Anyone can
All you gotta do is try

Spread your arms to reach the sky
And you'11 know the reason why

Anyone can fly. "
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